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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 31August 2000)
365	 BROCK, Charles M 	 	 1440 South Ridge Road 	 Lake Forest IL 60045 	  USA
369 F LEWIN. Bob 	 4270 1/2 CENTINELA AVE 	 Los Angeles CA 90066 ... USA
367 JOHNSON. Barbara J	 ... 8342 W. Bell	 	 Glendale AZ 85308 	  USA
368 MUNRO, Howard E 	 2825 Springfield Rd 	 Wadesville IN 47638	 	  USA
366 NUMAINVILLE. Leon .... 3665 Fillmore St. Apt 11 	 	 San Francisco CA 94123 .. USA

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
Ojai CA 93023 	  USA
Boston MA 02118 	  USA
Chatham NY 12037 	  USA
Miami Beach FL 33140 	  USA
	 COLOMBIABogota

Hamburg 22303 	 GERMANY
Hamden CT 06517 	

GusEA

New York NY 10021 	  USA
Houston TX 77095 	  USA

DECEASED
	

RESIGNED
189	 QUAIL. Peter A

	
157	 MAIER, George

340 ASHWORTH, John 	 1017 Mercer Ave 	
C14 BRID, Federico 	 Box 180268 Cathedral Station
C31 FROME, Howard 	 54 Punsrtview Dr	 	
324 JOHNSON, James C Jr 5900 Collins Ave Apt 1003 	
C45 KAPLAN, Brigitte 	 Carrera 9 #78-39 	
252 MULLER, Robert 	 GlIndweg 16 	
353 SCHAFFER. Scott 	 Box 6583 	
351 TIERNEY, Gerald W 	 315 E 72d St Apt 5L 	
343 TOPPER. Jonathan 	 PMB 237 8524 Hwy 8 North 	

The following individuals have made contributions
of $5.00 or more and are recognized as contributing
members for membership year 2000-2001:

361 Avery, D.	 C33 Goodrich, G.	 C60 Mitchell, B.
355 Backe, J. 	 C90 Harris, E.	 366 Numainville, L.
162 Becker, K.	 190 Humberger, G.	 363 Oksoo,13
267 Bork, N.	 335 Johnson, E.	 364 Ports. J.
C14 Brid, F.	 324 Johnson. J.	 091 Piet-ludo, M.
365 Brock. C.	 151 Kiener, J.	 293 Prince, J.
291 Decker, R.	 138 Klein, W.	 C70 Rowe, K.
C88 D' Llia, R.	 316 Kraemer. W. 	 C72 Suuber, J.

336 Diaz-Seixos, J. 318 Lamastus. P. 	 353 Schaffer, S.
C86 Fairlie, M	 238 Long1ai1 E.	 240 Sirnson, M.
287 Faistoucr, T.	 177 Lowrie, W.	 354 Tierney.
123 Fletcher. R.	 C57 ME1FiL% A.	 128 Valet/as, L.
302 Foestrettier. S.	 121 Marks, M.	 C82 Walton. W.
244 Frohlich, A.	 358 Melva C.	 334 Zambrano, J.

Our new members listed their interests as follows:
Mr. Brock collects Colombia codes 02-09 and 1 I. Mr.
Flewin collects Colombnia codes 03-06, 10-11. Ms.
Johnson collects Colombia SCADTA. Mr. Munro
collets Panama codes 51-54, 56-57 and 59-65. Mr.
Numainvilie collects Colombia codes 01-05, 11, 14 and
20 and Panama codes 54-56, 58, 64 and 68.

Our late member Peter Quail published a book on
Colombia airmails prior to his untimely death. Our
librarian is offering the remaining copies of the book to
on a first-come first served basis for $32.50. Books will
be sent by the library rate in the U.S. Postage to other
countries will be extra. Proceeds will go to Peter's
widow. See the review of the book on page 12.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross

I have learned that the anonymous notes about
Colombian express stamps that 1 quoted from in the
previous issue were in fact prepared by our member
Alan Anyon. Alan has offered to provide more detail on
these stamps in his regular column which has been
renamed "Back of the Book Corner" to more accurately
reflect the subjects about which he writes. Meanwhile
an update about one of the companies is published in
the "Editor's Mailbag" column.

Work continues on the Panama postal markings
handbook. Lawson Entwistle has forwarded the material
that he accumulated when preparing his series on the
early Panama postal markings that was published in
early volumes of COPACARTA. I have added the
photocopies of the covers to the COPAPHIL
scrapbooks. Lawson's material included photocopies of
a number of covers which were dated later than the
period covered by his drawings. I am sending the draft
of the chapters on markings of Panama Forwarding
Agents, Foreign Consular Agencies in Panama and
British and French paquebot markings found on mail
originating in or transiting Panama with this issue to
members that have been participating in this project.
Any other members who have this type of material are
invited to request a copy and contribute items not
included in the draft.

lam looking for information on postal substations
in Panama City. We have a number of postmarks with
substation numbers that cannot be identified. I also need
a list of the current Panama zone numbers which
identifies the postal substation for each.

Note that I am now showing my Internet E-mail
address on our masthead and also on our letterhead
stationery. 1 note that I am no longer receiving ads from
Juno.com and it is possible that this free e-mail service
which depends on advertising revenue may be
discontinued at any time. If you have our e-mail address
in your address book, please make the change.

I thought that I had finished drafting the previous
issue when I sent it to the printer, but found later to my
surprise that I had not entered the new membership data
and had left the data from the previous issue on page 62.
As a result data for six months is shown in this issue.

In July 1 spent a day at the mega-show in Anaheim.
I had a chance to spend some time with David Leeds and
meet our member from Norway, David Zenner. The show
attendance was less than the organizers had anticipated.

There was extensive participation by foreign postal
agencies, but many dealers chose to skip this show.
saw only one dealer with an extensive stock of Latin
American stamps and only a few dealers had Latin
American postal history.

I did find an 1893 cover from Marmato. This is the
only reported 19th century cover from that town. The
manuscript cancel has been seen on loose stamps and
one is included in a lot in mail bid sale 22.

Thanks are due to our librarian Bob D'Elia for
locating the article on disinfected mail from Colombian
leper colonies and getting the author's permission to
reprint it in COPACARTA. Does anyone know whether
there was a leper colony in Panama as well?.

Early in June I learned that Arlene Leeds , the wife
of our former president David Leeds, had passed away
several weeks earlier. David and Arlene had attended the
London show and the COPAPH1L meeting there. They
then returned home, but returned to Europe soon after
fora Danube River vacation cruise. While on the cruise
Arlene suffered a fatal heart attack. I met Arlene soon
after COPAPH1L was formed and we have met at least
once a year at stamps shows since then. She was my
idea of the perfect philatelist's wife. Although I do not
believe that she collected herself, she accompanied
David to almost all of the shows and helped him by
going from booth to booth to locate dealers that had
Panama or Canal Zone material for sale. She seemed to
be generally interested in his collection and 1 suspect she
was of major assistance to him in his position as editor
of the Canal Zone Philatelist. In recent years her
eyesight and general health had begun failing, but she
still faithfully accompanied David on his philatelic
rounds. 1 know that l speak for all of you in extending
our sincerest condolences to David and their children.

I have received a copy of the ninth issue of
COLUMPHIL which is published by our member Dieter
Bortfeldt in Colombia. Major articles include one on the
origins of the Camisa de Cauca design by Manuel
Arango in Spanish, one by Alan Anyon on the 1902
Cauca Provisional Issue in English, one on the
lithographic process as used in Colombia by Dieter
Bortfeldt in Spanish and a study of the 25 centavos
stamp of 1869 including its later printings, reprints and
counterfeits also by Dieter Bortfeldt in Spanish.

JIM CROSS
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TREASURER'S REPORT

INCOME STATEMENT FY 1999-2000.
INCOME
Membership Dues
Contributions
Mail Sales Commissions
Publications Sales
Library Fees
COPACARTA Ads
Investment Income
TOTAL

EXPENSES
Printing
Postage
Library Expense
Supplies

Meeting Expense
Computer Expense

Mail Sales Expense
TOTAL

NET INCOME

BALANCE SHEET AS OF 30 JUNE 2000

ASSETS
Cash in Bank
	

1864.87

Petty Cash
	

70.39

Library Cash Account
	

525.78

Investments
	 12245.61 

TOTAL ASSETS
	

14706.65

LIABILITIES
Prepaid Dues
	 817.65

TOTAL LIABILITIES
	

817.65

RESERVES
Balance 1 July 1999
	

12572.42

Net Income FY 1999-2000
	

1316.58
TOTAL RESERVES
	

13889.00

TOTAL LIABILITIES & RESERVES	 14706.65

1437.50
499.00
613.00

34.50
136.00
30.00

593.76
3343.76

834.69
629.78

78.10
19.82

108.88
200.00

155.81
2027.18

1316.58

SALES MANAGER'S REPORT

The catalog for Mail Bid Sale 22 is included with
this issue. It contains 172 lots, about the same number

that were included in the previous Colombia sale. This
sale is noteworthy for the number of large multiples and

collection lots which are being offered. There is also a
selection of official cubiertas including a number of
varieties. Note that there are two lots of Colombian
mail with Canal Zone paquebot cancels as well as one
lot with transit cancelations of the U.S. Postal Agency,
Cali.

I am also enclosing the prices realized from Mail Bid
Sale 21, our latest Panama sale. Panama Sales Manager,
Patrick LaMastus will be holding our next sale. The
catalog will be mailed with the December issue of
COPACARTA and the sale will close on 31 January
2001. Lots for this sale should be mailed to Patrick at
the address shown on page 2 to arrive between the 1st
and 15th of November.

Lots from Mail Bid Sale 20 which were sent to a
bidder in Colombia by registered mail failed to arrive. A
tracer request which was sent to Colombia thru the U.S.
Post Office has received no reply. I will attempt to
obtain reimbursement for these lots from our insurance
company. The loss was slightly over $100. Meanwhile,
I have paid the consignors in full.

1 urge any consignors submitting large lots to be sure
that the lots are securely packaged. Putting the stamps
on stock cards is not adequate unless the stock cards are
the type on which each pocket is sealed at both ends.
The cards usually found on black cardboard with plastic
strips holding the stamps are not adequate. If these are
all that is available then the stock cards should be
enclosed in plastic sleeves or otherwise securely
wrapped. Otherwise, when the package is opened all of
the stamps are often found in a large pile at the bottom
of the package and some are often creased or torn.
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COLOMBIA: TREATMENT OF LEPER COLONY MAIL, 1916-1944.
By V. Denis Vandervelde and Hans Sim

(Reprinted from Pratique, newsletter of the
Disinfected Mail Study Circle, by kind permission of
Editor V. Denis Vandervelde. The Study Circle
welcomes specialist members: details and application
forms are available from our librarian, Robert A. D'Elia.
Photocopies in the original article have been reduced in
half to conserve space).

INTRODUCTION AND CORRIGENDUM
In the early days of the Study Circle, Denis wrote an

article for Vol. Ill of Pratique, (1977/46-7) on the
CIENTIFICAMENTE DESINFECTADO cachet, seen
on the reverse of a handful of covers sent from Agua de
Dios in 1937.

He hazarded a guess that it might have been
occasioned by an outbreak of a disease, closely related
to yellow fever, amongst howler monkeys in the Matto
Grosso region of Brazil. A contemporary paper by T.
Parran, "Quarantine Service in the U.S.," had stated:
"the spread of yellow fever by aircraft.... is causing
considerable anxiety....A regular airline has been
established between South America and Miami, Florida,
the journey taking.... only two days with night flying."
Denis concluded, quite erroneously, that the Colombian
authorities had sprayed aircraft with a disinfectant; and
speculated that a cachet would have been required when
mail was accidently soiled in the process.

Han has now established beyond doubt that the
treatment of mail was deliberate rather than accidental,
and occasioned by leprosy rather than yellow fever. We
have made extensive use of two sources: Denis, an
invaluable book, "The Recrudescence of Leprosy," by
William Tebb, published in London, 1893: Han, the
remarkably detailed account of the leper colony at Agua
de Dios sent him by a man who had worked there for
several years on behalf of the charity De Nederlandse
Leprasrichting.

Tebb quotes a letter from T. H. Wheeler, British
Consul at Bogota, dated 26 September 1890: "A tenth
of the population of Santander and Boyaca Departments
were lepers, some 30,000 in all. However, the
Government's report lists only 1804, of whom 388 were
living in lazarettos". Tebb continues with the statement
that there are two lazarettos, one in Agua de Dios, with
520 lepers; the other in Contratacion, Department of
Santander, where there are 390. "Since fish cannot be
obtained at Contratacion, and the disease is spreading,
a new lazaretto is planned.

THE HISTORY OF AGUA DE DIOS
The origins of the leper colony lie at Tocaima, to the

south of Bogota. From Spanish colonial times, people
suffering from several diseases moved there to take
advantage of medicinal thermal waters. By 1870, 60 or
70 lepers lived there, owning their houses and a little
land. A rumor that ten sufferers were arriving from
Bogota was exaggerated, causing panic locally. On 6
April 1870, villagers attacked the lepers, who then tried
to settle in the village of La Mesa. But the
Commissioner called in the army to escort them back to
Tocaima. Promised police protection did not materialize
and in August they were expelled.

Many of them moved to the hamlet of Agua de Dios,
101crns. distant, where they settled in 30 cottages. Soon
after, they were joined by lepers from Zipaquinft, who
were left without support and died. On hearing of the
circumstances, the Governor of the Department of
Cundinimarca started negotiations with former President
Dr. Manuel Murillo Toro, on whose land they had
settled. The National Welfare Services were authorized
to govern this "colony" and appointed a general
Secretary. He was sent Col.$1 ( I peso) per head weekly
for their support. As a consequence, 40 houses with
straw roofs, and homes for a priest and an administrator
were built in 1871, and an inn was converted into a
church.

The inmates of this Departmental "lazareto", (which
later became the National Leper Colony) paid no rent,
received a modest allowance and had the right to
cultivate an acre of land. The Administrator had a
Secretary who deputized in his absence. By 1880 there
were three hundred lepers at Agua de Dios.
Construction of the first hospital began in 1887, with
separate halls for men and women. In 1889, a church
was built, supported by donations. in 1891 Father
Miguel Unia, an Italian priest, arrived and set up the
Community of the Salesians of Don Bosco.

In the wake of the civil war of 1894, a body of armed
cavalrymen arrived to search the houses for hidden
weapons. None were found, and on 23d January 1895,
a group of lepers joined the Revolution. They put their
arms at the disposal of General Urrea, who claimed
authority over the hamlet. They joined the
revolutionaries at Girardot, but were not well received
and were given lowly tasks. A shop owner declared: "I
don't believe in victory for the revolution, because it is
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contaminated with leprosy." The lepers seeped back to
Agua de Dios, where they were captured. They were
only released and their allowances restored on the
initiative of Fr. Unia.

After new experimental treatment was tried in 1895,
lepers flocked to Agua de Dios in the hope of a cure,
The treatment was not successful, but the population
had risen to about 1000. The doctor's visits, initially one
or two a year, were stepped up to one or two a week, and
put on annual contract. The St. Lazard Association was
founded to provide beds, clothing and other necessities
to the needy. Separate clubs were founded for children
and adults, and church services and meeting were very
well attended. As writers and musicians tell victim to
the disease and joined the community, a strong cultural
life evolved. Choirs, bands, theater, horse races and
sports meetings all thrived.

By decree of 26 January 1905 President Reyes
centralized many former Departmental functions. Agua
de Dios was placed under the jurisdiction of the
Colombian government, with immediate adverse
consequences_ No leper had a right to leave the village,
and no healthy person could enter, it was enclosed by
barbed wire and six watch-points were constantly
manned by police. Any leper attempting to escape was
sent to prison and the policeman who caught him was
rewarded with two days leave. The doctors and staff all
lived outside the fenced area and were settled in the
"new village." Healthy persons could obtain a two-hour
permit from the administrator to visit the village.

An "asylum" was set up in Bogota to which lepers
from other parts of the country were brought. From
there, they were taken in groups of fifteen, in small cars,
on a ten-hour jouney to Tocaima. They often had
difficulty buying food or drink en route. At a watch-
point beyond Tocaima they were inspected and given
special identity cards and then transfer:1J to a truck,
nick-named "the goat." (Editor's note, the term chiva is
not a nick-name, but the common term for a truck
converted into a bus). At Agua de Dios, the men were
sent to the Ospina Perez, the women to the San Rafael.
The homes vacated by the lepers were burned down, and
their families were often rejected by others as "cursed."

In 191 I , the administrator refused entry to the so-
called pedlars, merchants who had previously lived
within the village. The sick protested and disarmed the
police summoned by the administrator, causing the
doctors and most staff to flee. The government sent
additional armed forces, and increased the severity of
the regime. Merchants were strictly barred and a

government shop set up, selling low-price stale food.
Prescriptions were dispensed by doctors on horseback.
The village had its own coinage, and its cigarette packs
bore a distinguishing band. People leaving the village
were fumigated and had to change into fresh clothes.
Letters were "decontaminated" and marked as
disinfected, as we shall see.

In 1931, two Dutch priests of the Salesians of Don
Bosco arrived to help the lepers: Fr. Frans Van Galen,
(who died in 1966) and Fr. Juan Elsakkers. Lepers had
lost all civil rights and could not work in any public
service. Consequently, they were tempted by "quack
medicines." Even iodide, used from 1898 to determine
whether someone had contracted leprosy, was often
injurious. Only sulphone drugs, not discovered till 1941,
would offer some relief.

The barbarity of the regime was not relaxed until
1948. Special permits allowed the sick to leave the
village, but lepers were still ostracized. In 1940, lepers
from another colony on the Atlantic coast, Cano de

Loro, were moved into Agua de Dios, which began to
grow. It was declared a Municipality in 196 land the
inhabitants secured civil rights, (perhaps to secure their
vote in favor of the National Front). At that time, about
8000 lepers were living in the village. They are
privileged in comparison with those suffering from other
diseases, but much of the budget for a sanatorium has
been eaten up in bureaucracy and maladministration.
Currently the government is paying them three-quarters
of the minimum rural wage.

The Van Galen Founation which had been set up, (in
memory of the priest who died in 1966), with donations
mainly from the Netherlands, found itself faced with
enormous problems. The local doctors had little
experience of treating leprous patients; they had few
instruments, no facilities for physiotherapy or
rehabilitation, a lack of drugs and even bandages, only
untrained flares; and all in a hospital nearly 100 years
old, with clay walls and a tin roof The lepers, of
different tribes and cultures, brought, often against their
will, from all parts of the country, were utterly
demoralized after fifty years of enforced seclusion,
without civil rights. The Municipal Council was
engaged in bitter in-fighting, personally and politically.
Education was poor, with few primary schools and only
two of secondary level (both in bad condition and
offering only three of the six educational grades). There
was neither technical education nor night schooling.
There were very few recreational or sports facilities, no
place to receive visitors; the housing for the elderly was
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horrible. What was particularly distressing was that the
normal. healthy children of the sufferers were subject to
this, and to the stigma attached to the name of the
colony throughout the country.

In the ten years	 from 1961, the Van Galen
Foundation completely transformed the situation.
During this decade, the municipality of 10,000
inhabitants, with 8000 lepers, grew to one of 17,000
with 3000 lepers. There is now a paved main road from
Girardot and local bus and taxi services. A village
football teams plays in the Bogota League. Many former
inhabitants live outside the Colony. despite the
persistence of the stigma. The Foundation is now trying
to act as a bridge between the Colombian government,
the Municipality and financial support from the
Netherlands, but always with the participation of the
inhabitants.

CHARITY LABELS OF AGUA DE DIOS
The San Lazaro Association seems to have issued

charity "stamps," (adhesive labels with denominations
of 20c., 50c, and 1 peso oro with the authority of the
Department of Cundinamarca. They have the imprint ,
"Lit. J. L. Arango, Medellin Col.," but no date. (Fig. I ).

tr

_	 •

Fig. I. Leprosy Charity Stamps

CONTRATACION
By contrast, we know very little about Contratacion.

It is in the Department of Santander, about 100 miles N.
of Bogota, and was a leper colony before 1890. We have
no record of it after 1930.

DISINFECTION BY AUTOCLAVE
Studies by Dr. Robert Koch of the properties of

bacteria, (and especially of the cholera bacillus), led to

new techniques being develped to destroy them. In 1889
Dr. Ernst von Bergmann introduced the autoclave, or
steam-sterilizer, into his clinic for this purpose. Printed
envelopes of the Lazareto office of the Bogota
Archdiocese, seen from 1913 (fig. 2) state specifically
that treatment of outgoing mail was by autoclave,

Rizaimbeeva PI-m.74a de Bop:

111...
,•••••••

4J-6-W9

414 );,	 al(1 •

Figure 2 - Printed envelope of Parish Minister.

The earliest cachet of Agua de Dios so far recorded is
on an envelope of 1921, addressed to a doctor in
Bogota. A rubber handstamp, struck in a watery blue
ink, it is so distorted as to be scarcely readable. The
upper segment may read CORREOS
NACIONALES/AGUA DE DIOS. The middle segment
was intended for the date. Only the lower segment is
legible (Fig. 3). There is a 50cm, circular datestamp on
the reverse in weak black ink which reads: CORREOS
NACIONALES/21 NOV 1921/0FICIO INTERNO.
According to a charity worker, mail was collected at a
village p.o., disinfected and then taken to the boundary
post office (Agua de Dios EXT.) until 1950. The
INTERNO mark appears to confirm the practice in
1921.

Fig. 3. Type A. d. D. 1 - 21 No 1921 (Coll. V.D.V.)
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By March 1937 a linear cachet, reading
CIENTIFICAMENTE DESINFECTADO in sans-serif
capitals was in use (Fig 4). Struck in black, it has been
recorded on at least two envelopes with a singlevertical
scissors slit at the top. Dates seen extend only to 21 May
1937. These covers all have the dated administrative
postmark of AGUA DE DIOS (INT).

Fig. 4. Type A. d. D. 2 - 21 May 1937 (Coll. Hans Siem)

By December 1937 a 42mm. circular certification of
disinfection, (Fig 5.) was used. This is the only cover
seen. There is no "INT" office postmark. A
reconstruction of the mark is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig 5. Type A. d. D. 3 - Dec 1937 (Coll. Hans Siem)

Fig 6. Reconstruction ol type A. d. D. 3 Cachet

By 1939 there had been a reversion to linear
handstamps. Type A. d. D. 4 is struck on the reverse of
a preprinted envelope of the "Sociedad de Ceigos" sent
to Barranquilla in September 1939 (Fig. 7). There is
also a backstamp of the AGUA DE DIOS (INT) office.

Fig. 7. Type A. d. D. 4 - 21 Sep1939 (Coll V.D.V.)

The latest Agua de Dios cachet seen is an arched
CIENTIFICAMENTEJDESINFECTADO of 50mm.
struck in black on the reverse of an envelope addressed
to California. Franked with Colombian stamps to the
value of 51/2 centavos, cancelled with the AGUA DE
DIOS (INT) c.d.s., it has a U.S. "Examined By"
transparent tape along one edge (Fig. 8).

Fig 8. Type A. d. D. 4 - 18 Jun 1944 (Coll V. D.V.)
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DISINFECTION OF CONTRATACION MAIL
The earliest recorded disinfection cachet of

Contratacion appeared in Pratique, 1985 / 48-9. It was
an	 unframed	 seriffed,	 three-line	 cachet,
•DESINFECTAD0 •/AL/AUTOCLAVE struck on the
face of an undoubtedly genuinely used envelop to Paris,
posted on 5 September 1916. Its present whereabouts
are unknown. Denis wrote:-

"The 1916 cover (Fig. 9)....did not "feel right" to
me, though this is a subjective comment of course....But
I may be unduly influenced by the fact that the same
Auction house sold some years ago, the two almost
certainly faked "butterfly disinfection cachets of
Chile, 	 (reported in Pratique, 1982/58); one of which
was shown at ISR,APHIL 85." The present ownership of
this cover is unknown. Its status is uncertain — perhaps
a private initiative.

Fig 9. Type C. 1. The Denis Cover.

Fromthe following year a cover , not recognized as
leper colony mail was described, but not illustrated, in
"Disinfected Mail" by K. F. Meyer at page 322 as
follows:

"A cover from Contratacion – Santander to Paris.
period 1917, has imprinted a rectangular rounded edged,
double lined purple rubber stamp marking. 90mm. by 21
mm. with legend in three lines, only in pan readable:
LAZARETO CONTRATACION - SERVICIO
MEDIC.... " Middle line: "OFF(ICIO) DE
SINFEOCION."

It is possible that "Homer nodded" on this oerasion.

The cover, illustrated in Fig. 10. Is now in the collection
of member W.A. Sandrik. He has convincingly
re-interpreted the legend. It reads:

"LAZARETO CONTRATACION - SERVICIO
MEDICO/	 OFICINA	 D E
DESINFECCION/DEPARTAMENTO 	 DE
SANTANDER." Its date is cerca 1917-1918

Fig /O. Type C. 2. ca 1917-18 (Coll W. A. Sandrik)
Type C. 3. A four line double bordered rectangle

with the legend "Republica de Colombia/Lazareto de
Contratacion/SERVIC 10
MEDICO/DESINFECATADO AL AUTOCLAVE has
been recorded used on 17 April 1919 and in September
1924. The former cover is shown in Figure 11.

Fig. II. Type C. 3. 17 Apr 1919 (Coll. W.A. Sandrik)

The fourth recorded type (of Contratacion marking)
known from one cover only, poses problems of
interpretation. The first word of the third line is
presumably a synonym for 'cover' or 'package.' The
final letter could then be either 'o' or 'a'. The reverse
has a two-line datestamp of the "oficina intema" not
previously recorded. It has also been used to cancel the
four I centavo stamps on the address side. Both sides of
this cover are illustrated in Fig. 12.

9
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Fig 12. Type CA. 29 Jul 1927 (Can. V. D. V)
The latest known cachet of Contratacion is on an

envelope which was acquired by the late K. F. Meyer
after his great work was published. He illustrated and
described it in the Postal History Journal (whole no.
25). It has a cerca 90 x 30mm. boxed cachet in dark blue
ink, with date below the box and the legend: Republica
de Colombia/ LAZARETO DE CONTRATAC1ON/
SERVICIO MEDICO/ Correos - Desinfectado al
Autoclave followed by a horizontal line and
Contratacion Set _7 de 192_. It is assumed that not all
the required slugs were inserted, the intended date being
SET 27 de 1928. There is a Barranquilla backstamp of
29 Sep 1928 (Fig 13).

Fig. 13. Type C.S. 27? Sep 1927 (Coll W.A. Sandrik)

Editor's Comments.
Little can be added to this article. I think the

comment of the British consul concerning the
percentage of lepers in the population in 1890 was
probably exaggerated. If there was such a high incidence
of the disease it seems likely that it would have been
mentioned in other histories.

A route from Tocaima to Agua de Dios was
mentioned in the Report of the Director General de
Correos for Fiscal Year 1876-1877 as a feeder route of
the Linea del Sur which connected Bogota with Tumaco
and Ecuador. The decrees which established the feeder
route and post office in Agua de Dios is not in our files.

Both towns appear on listings of known manuscript
town markings, but we do not have photocopies in our
scrapbooks. The only other pre-1904 marking recorded
is a Class VII oval with AGUA DE/DIOS in small
letters about 2 V2Trun. high. This has been recorded on a
10c stamp of the 1876 issue. No covers have been
reported.

In the March 1993 issue of COPACARTA on page
66 I pnnted an inquiry as follows:

"Member Rene Van Rompay sent photocopies of
several covers which he found at an auction sale in
Brussels. One worthy of note is a cover sent from
Colombia to Pathe Freres, 30 Boulevard des Italiens.
Paris with a Mar 7 1916 postmark. At the top of the
cover are what appears to be a strip of five blank
perforated stamps, such as can sometimes be found in
the selvedge of a sheet. They are cancelled by three
strikes of a CDS inscribed Colombia CORREOS
NALES at the top and (Santander) CONTRATACION
at the bottom. The cover also bears on the front a
handstamp LibreJCONTRATACION in letters 8mm.
high. It seems to have been sent by a contractor having
a free franking privilege. There is no return address.
Can anyone shed light on this cover?'

This inquiry received no answers. Unfortunately, I
did not publish an illustration of the cover. We do not
currently have scrapbooks with Colombian postal
markings after 1904. I may have the photocopy
somewhere in our old files or it may have been disposed
of with the backup papers to that issue of
COPACARTA. Mr. Van Rompay resigned about five
years ago citing old age as the reason.

A disinfected cover from Agua de Dios was offered
for sale in our Mail Bid Sale 20 as lot 137. It was
described as 17 Oct 1943 cover from Agua de Dios to
Oceanside CA. U.S. Censor Tape. Backstarnped
"DESINFECTADO." Disinfected mail from leper
colony. It was franked with Scott 469 and I added the
note: "An unusual item for a coffee thematic collection."
It sold for $22.50 against a reserve of $20.00. Based
upon the scarcity of these disinfected covers described
in this article it looks as if the purchaser of this cover
may have gotten a bargain.
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A TALE OF TWO COVERS

This cover has been a part of my 1886-1899 exhibit
for some time. However, it was not until I began looking
for examples of French Paquebot markings in
connection with the Panama markings handbook that I
realized that this cover was special. The Salles
handbook of French paquebot markings does not list a

marking for L1GNE A PAQ FR NO. 4. This cover
which originated in Honda received a very clear strike of
that handstamp dated 5 April 1889. According to Salles
the paquebot France sailed from Colon on 4 April. His
table does not show the handstamp which was used
aboard that ship. This cover indicates it was A. 4.
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The second cover on the previous page was
submitted by David Leeds for the handbook project. It
is unusual because it has three postal markings on the
front, none of which had been previously recorded. It
shows a Boquete return address. but was apparently
mailed in David. it received a strike of a rectangular
David cancel. This seems to be the marking used on first
flight covers with the word "PRIMER" deleted from the
second line.The stamps on the cover were apparently not
cancelled, possibly because the cover was on a piece of
postai stationery which could not easily be reused.
However, the stamps were cancelled upon arrival and

because it was addressed to a post office box, the cover
received a boxed BUZON—PANAMA. The cancel is a
duplex CDS inscribed AGENCIA POSTAL PANAMA
with a barred numeral killer with the number 6. Both of
these Panama markings have not previously been seen.
The main reason is probably because the post office box
was located in a postal substation, not the main Panama
post office. Duplex handstamps have been seen from
Panama with the numbers 2 and 4 and from Colon with
the number I. However, only the Panama 2 markings
are common. The barred killer 2 is fairly common on
loose stamps of the 1920's and 1930's.

seabafra•D  —
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG

Member Donald Avery wrote from Falls Church VA
enclosing the photocopy below of an ad for EXPRESO
CARAIBE taken from a copy of the newspaper El
Tiempo of Bogota 4 May 1931. It shows that the
company provided daily service connecting Bogota with
FusagasuRa with similar service to Cambao.

EXPRESO CARIBE
TRANSPORTES Y COMISIONES. Linea diaria a
Fusagasuga para pasajeros, equipajes, carga,
encomiendas, valores etc. Prestamos el mismo servicio
por la via de Cambao y demas carreteras. Actividad y
cumplimiento, Oficinas: calle 13 nUmero 278, Telefono
ninnero 85-70. Agente: Jose Antonio Barrera

Member Manuel Espejo sends the following update
to his article on Colombia ABNCo. Numbers which
appeared in the March 1997 issue.

"More than three years have gone by since I wrote
the article on the subject. As a matter of fact 1 became a
bit discouraged by the general indifference to my request
for help to check and refine the data shown.
Nevertheless, for the record I report the following

SELECTED NOTES ON COLOMBIAN AIRMAILS, 1920 ONWARDS
A REVIEW by Robert A. D'Elia.

A - Scott No 384 (Temprano No 381) carries the File
number F-6012

B - There are two additional stamps not accounted
for in the original table. They are a couple of revenue
stamps overprinted in 1943 for the just born "Como
Extra-Rapido" Scott No. 233/4 and Temprano 753-744.

The overall figure for modifications stands now at
182 postal stamps issued and 124 basic stamps printed
by the American Bank Note Co. for the Colombian mail.

C - The published table gave the F-numbers forany
set, as recorded by Scott and Temprano catalogs, but
there are several uncertainties {such as Scott 520-22,
Scott C121/33, Scott C151/63, etc) because often the
contracts didn't refer to the "sets" as listed by the
catalogs.

To avoid these uncertainties , I'm working out an
additional list stating each contract and its related
stamps (sometimes a single stamp was reordered under
different contracts). This chart will not be printed
because it requires considerable space and has restricted
appeal, but 1 will send a copy to any member that
requests it.

This limited printing book, called by its author, a
"working study," covers SCADTA and its successor and
affiliated airlines, Cosada, Avianca and LANSA which
operated in Colombia. Although much has been written
on these subjects, this book contains a great deal of
previously unpublished and little known information
that will be of considerable interest to students of the
area and to Colombian philatelists generally. It also
reviews and organizes much of the prior published
information. showing the transitions of the various

airlines and provides considerable information
concerning postai rates, the consular mail period,
SCADTA cancel, U. S. Postal Agencies in Colombia
and numerous other seldom-covered subjects. The book
is liberally illustrated with ephemera, stamps and covers
from the author's collection. While not intended to be
the last word on the subject, this book is a conscientious
effort by a devoted philatelist to contribute to the
knowledge of other interested parties and will be found
to be extremely useful by those who use it.
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ALAN ANYON'S BACK OF THE BOOK CORNER
TUMACO THE 1901 N.H. E. PROVISIONAL ISSUE

In a previous article (Volume XVI No. 2 December
1998 pp36-37) this first postmaster's provisional issue
of Tumaco was briefly desc ribed. It was issued by postal
agent Manuel E. Jimenez and consists of nine values
printed by typography in black on cream paper in
sheetlets of 12 (3x4) stamps (Figure 1). The stamps are
normally encountered perforated 12 with the outer sheet
edges imperforate. but are also known entirely
imperforate. The values are:

1 c, 2c, 2%c, 5c. 10c, 20c, 50c, IP and 5P.

Figure I - Sheet of 2 centavos value

The 2 1/2c stamp and values above 10c are rare.
Indeed Dr. Gene Scott reports that of the 5P value only
one unused and one used on cover are known.

The lower values were printed with a single
denomination in each sheet, but the three top values may
have been in sheets with mixed denominations. The 5c
and 10c exist in a horizontal imperforate se-tenant pair
(Figure 2). Whether this is an error of value in the sheet
or whether from a second printing with mixed values is
not known.

Examination of a large number of these stamps has
enable the perforated sheet to be plated. This plating is
common to all values with the proviso regarding sheets
of mixed denominations for the 50c, I P and 5P values.

Positions 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 and 12 can be identified by
the imperforate sheet edges.

Position 2 - No period after E of postal agent's name.
Position 4 - Lines near upper and lower

perforations, five perforations from the left and three
perforations long.

Position 5 - Left projection to top of P of Page)
missing. Larger first ) in figure of value (1 c-50c only).

Position 6 - Lines near upper and lower peforations,
three perforations from riht and three perforations long.

Position 7 - Line near lower perforations, five
perforations from left and six perforations long.

Position 8 - Jiménez instead of Jimënez.
Position 9 - Line near lower perforations, three

perforations from right and three perforations long.
The totally imperforate stamps also exhibit the lines

mentioned above. However, when they were cut apart
the lines were often lost by moving into an adjacent
stamp. This usually makes plating impossible except for
positions 2, 5 and 8.

Figure 2 lmperf pair of 5c and 10c se-tenant.
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THE MARKET REPORT

Interesting Colombia and Panama material continues
to be offered on E-Bay. in August a somewhat tattered
cover from Panama to Buenaventura franked with a
total of I peso in postage was offered. The listing did
not indicate the date of use, but this was either a
135-150 grams cover mailed prior to 1902 or a 60-75
grams cover mailed after 14 April 1902. In either case it
is the largest franking on internal mail that has been
recorded from Panama prior to Independence. It was
purchased by one of our members for $36.00 which was
probably a bargain. A cover offered in July was mailed
from Colon to Cristobal by a bank to take advantage of
the special rate for business papers of /2 centesimo. This
is the first cover illustrating this rate that I have seen. I
was able to purchase it for less than $5.00 which I
consider to have also been a real bargain.

The A.P.S. is preparing to offer an interesting new
website at which members can sell items for a fixed
price. They will scan the submitted items and put them
on the website, so all a member needs to do is mount the
item on a form that they furnish and send it in. The
commission is 10% of the selling price with a minimum
of fifty cents. Members may leave the item on
consignment as long as they wish. As I write this
column the site is not yet operational, but it probably
will be available before this issue is mailed. This site has
the potential to become a major source for material
cataloging $5.00 and up and affords a collector desiring
to sell such material a wider market than A.P.S. sales
books or even sales of specialized societies such as our
COPAPHIL mail bid sales.

AFINSA will conduct a special sale of worldwide

rarities on 12 October 2000. The sales catalog is a
glossy bound book. Three Panama items and a
Colombia item are being offered, One Panama item is
the only recorded Panama cover with the patriotic
slogan VYVA FERNANDO 7 which is illustrated on
the front cover of this issue. A second cover is the only
recorded cover originating in Portobelo during the
colonial period. The third cover is a major new find. It
is a large sized registered envelope with five copies of
the 1895 Panama I P stamp and four other stamps. This
is the only multiple franking of the 1P stamp recorded
and this is the most outstanding Panama 3rd issue cover.

The Colombia item in the sale is the cover with the
5centavos violet of the first issue and the I peso stamp
of the 1861 issue sent from Bogota to Madrid. It has a
certificate from Alex Rendon explaining the franking.
This cover was offered a few years ago by Soler &
Llach, but was not sold.

Member Colin Ross has sent me a brief report of a
Harmer's sale on 26 July which contained over 100 lots
of Colombia. He reports that only about 1/2 of the lots of
incoming covers sold, but that nearly all of the 19th
century adhesives sold generally at about the estimated
prices. None of the plated airmail covers sold except
position 5, the 1 with serifs. The CCNA multicolored
stamps sold very well, many above the estimates, but the
unicolored and early SCADTA provisionals were nearly
all unsold. The consular material was very popular with
high realisations being recorded.

I would like to print a more detailed report of this
sale if someone could send a photocopies of the relevant
pages of the catalog and the prices realized.

""clopkbamp-,

CLASSIFIED

Classified per line; one issue $.50. four issues $1.50.

Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00; complete set volumes 1- X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes Xl thru XVII; per volume
U.S. $8.00. Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set Volumes XI - XVII U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00.
Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier— hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for
postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A.
D'Elia to COPAPHIL library do 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010. 	 Indef
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The Panama Postal Package Stamps of 1917
Part II of an article b y Federico A. Brid

The Encomienda issue, its varieties and printing peculiarities. This
issue consisted of 26 different stamps. Thirteen of Part I and thirteen of
Part 2. If we include the two distinct printings, then a complete set would
have 52 different stamps. The printing of the panes was done by a two
step process. The first pass printed the background color, the second the
legend in black ink. This taro-step process allowed an 180° rotation of
the position of the Arms creating inverted center varieties. There is a
great deal of variation in the intensity of the background color. At times
the color is sharp, full and rich, other times it is light to the point of being
almost albino. It is not unusual to find a number of shades within a color
range, although most of the values were printed on their respected

background color. There are several values that were printed in error on
the background of other values and some of the stamps exist in colors that
were not part of the designated roster of colors. In the legends we find
many font varieties as well as numerous variations in the alignment of the
numbers and the words. Paper thickness varies from .010mm to .019mm.
Within each of the types there are variations in the Arms and on the
pattern of the colored borders. Since the purpose of this article is to give
an overview of this issue but not to go into great detail describing very
minor printing varieties, I will only note in the following table those
varieties that I consider significant printing errors.

Value Printing
Type

Part Color of
Background

Position of
Arms

Notes on significant varieties and errors of Panama Encomienda stamps

Ic 1 1 Gray Upper half
Ic I I Gray Upper half Right value inverted
le I I Gray Lower half
Ic I 2 Gray Upper half
lc I 2 Gray Upper half LeR value inverted

Ic I 2 Gray Lower half

Ic I 2 Gray Lower half Left value inverted

Ic 1 2 Gray Lower half Accent on E of CENTESIMOS

Ic I 2 Gray Lower half E of ENCOMIENDA is missing

is II 1 Gray Upper half

Ic 11 I Gray Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven

Ic II I Gray Lower half
I c II 2 Gray Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven

Ic II 2 Gray Lower half The S of ENCOMIENDAS is .5 mm down

2c I I Ultramarine Upper half
Printed on the background of the I centesimo value2c I 1 Light gray Upper half

2c I I Ultramarine Lower half

15
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Value Printing
Type

Part Color of
Background

Pnaition of
Arms

Notes on significant varieties and error% of Panama Encomienda !tamps

2c I 2 Ultramarine Upper half
2c I 2 Ultramarine Lower half
2c 1 2 Lilac Lower half _1 Printed on the background of the 10 centesimo value
2c 1 2 Lilac Lower half Right value inverted. Printed on the hackground of the 10 centesimo value
2c I 2 Light green Lower half Printed on the background of the 25 centesimo value
2c I 2 light green Lower half There is a 2mm spacing between the S of ENCOMIENDAS and the rest of the word

Printed on the background of the 25 centesimo value
2c 1 2 Light green Lower half Accent on E of CENTESIMOS. Printed on the background of the 25 centesimo value
2c 11 1 Ultramarine Upper half
2c Il 1 Ultramarine (liver half Eight stars on top oldie Arms. It should be seven
2c II 2 Ultramarine Lower half
4c I I Dull yellow Upper half
4c I I Dull yellow Lower half
4c 1 2 Dull yellow Upper half
4c I 2 Dull yellow Lower half

4c 1 2 Light green Lower half
4c 1 2 Light green Lower half Raised (inverted) 0 in CENTESIMOS. Printed on the background of the 25 centesimo

value

4c II 1 Dull yellow Upper half
4c 11 1 Dull yellow Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
4c II I Dull yellow Lower half

4c II 2 Dull yellow Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
.	 4c 11 2 Dull yellow Lower half

4c 11 2 Dull yellow Lower half The S of ENCOMIENDAS is .5 mm down

5c I I Reddish brown Upper half

5c 1 1 Reddish brown Lower half

5c I 2 Reddish brown Upper half

5c I 2 Reddish brown Lower half

5c I 2 Dull orange Lower half Both values inverted

5c 1 2 Dull yellow Lower half Printed on die background of the 4 centesimo value
5c Il I Reddish brown Upper half
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Value Printing
j'a'pe

Part Color of
Background

Position of
Arms

Notes on significant varieties and errors of Pa n ama HIM Encomi en da stamps

Sc 11 1 Reddish brown Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
5c Il 2 Reddish brown Lower half
5c II 2 1 7 Left value inverted. Seen in a Xerox copy so unable to determine background color
I 0c I 1 Lilac Upper half
10e I I Lilac tipper half R and C of DERECROS in a different font and lower than the rest of the word
10c I / Gray Upper half Printed on the background of the I centesimo value
10c I 1 Gray Upper half Accent on E of CENTESIMOS
10c I I Background omitted.
10c I I Lilac Lower half
I0c I 2 Lilac Upper half
10c I 2 Lilac Lower half
10c 1 2 Lilac Lower half Left value inverted

10c 1 2 Lilac Lower half Inverted Z in DIEZ
10c I 2 Lilac Lower half Accent on E of CENTESIMOS
10e 1 2 Lilac Lower half R of REPUBLICA raised Irate above the rest of the word

10c 1 2 Background omitted
I Oc. II i Lilac Lower half
10c 11 2 Lilac Upper half
10c II 2 Lilac Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. it should be seven
10e II 2 Gray Upper half Printed on the background of the 1 centesimo value
10e Il 2 Lilac Lower half
20e I 1 Grayish brown Upper half Printed on the background of the I centesimo value
20c I 1 Grayish brown Upper half Right value inverted
21k I I Grayish brown Lower half
20c -	 I I Grayish brown Lower half Right value inverted

20e I 2 Grayish brown Upper half
20c I 2 Grayish brown Lower half
20c -	 I 2 Red Lower half Printed on the background of the SO centesimo value

20 I 2 Red Lower half Values at left and right inverted. Printed on the background oldie 50 centesimo value

20c —	 II 1 Grayish brown Lower half
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Value Priding
Type

Part Color of
Background

Posilion of
Arms

Holm; on significant varieties and errors of Panama Encomienda stamps

20c II 2 Grayish brown Upper half
20c 11 2 Grayish brown Tipper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
25c I I Light green Upper half
25c I I Light green Lower half
25e I 2 Light green Upper half
25c ] 2 Light green Lower half
25c 11 I Light green Lower half
25c II 2 Light green Upper half
25c II 2 Light green Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
50c I 1 Reddish orange	 . Upper half
50c I I Reddish orange Upper half Accent on E of CENTESIMOS
50c I 1 Reddish orange Lower half
50c I 2 Reddish orange Upper half
50e 1 2 Reddish orange Lower half

50e II I Reddish orange Lower half

50e II 1 Reddish orange Lower half The S of SRIA. is .5 Tri m down

50c II 2 Orange Upper hall
50c II 2 Orange Upper half Eight Mars on op of the Arms. It should be seven

50c II 2 Orange Upper half Values al OR and right inverted

1.09 I I Yellow Upper half
1.00 I I Yellow Lower half
1.00 1 2 Yellow Upper half
1.00 I 2 Yellow Lower half
1.00 El l Yellow Upper half
1.00 11 1 Yellow Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. II should be seven

1.00 11 2 Yellow Lower half

2.00 1 I Brown Upper half

2.00 1 I Brown Sipper half The S of HALBOAS inverted

2.00 1 1 Brown Lower half

290 1 2 Brown Upper half
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Value Printing
Type

Part Color of
Background

Position of
Arms

Notes on significant varieties and errors of Pana ma Encomienda stamps

2.00 I 2 Brown Lower half

2.00 II I Brown Upper half
2.00 II I Brown Upper half Eight stars on top of the Arms. It should be seven
2.00 II I Brown Upper half No period after SRIA
2.00 II 2 Brown Lower half
2.00 II 2 Brown Lower half The 5 of ENCONI1ENDAS is .3 mm down
5.00 I 1 Chrome Upper half
5.00 I 1 Chrome Upper half The value at left reads B 5. It should he 615
5.00 I 1 Chrome Lower half
5.00 1 2 Chrome Upper half
5.00 I 2 Chrome Lower half
5.00 II I Chrome Upper half None seen. Should exist

5.00 II 2 Chrome Lower half None seen. Should exist
10.00 I I Blue Upper half
10.00 I l Blue Lower half
10.00 I 2 Blue Upper half
10.00 1 2 Blue Lower half
10.00 II I Blue Upper half None seen. Should exist

10.00 II 2 Bloc Lower half None seen. Should exist

20.00 I 1 Purple Upper half
20.00 1 2 Purple Lower half
20.00 I I Background om itted

20.00 1 2 Background omitted

20.00 II 1 Purple Upper half None seen. Should exist

20.00 II 2 Purple Lower half None seen. Should exist

Acknom ledg meats. Specia thanks go to Jospeh L. Ross, an avid collector, author, and publisher on foreign revenue stamps. This article would not have
been possible w ithout the use of his collection of Encornienda stamps. Dav id Leeds, as usual, was also generous in felting me examine his stock of

Encomienda slam ps that included several unrecorded varieties. Settor Ricardo Soli again gave his best to put red pen to my dra Rs so the text would be
more English and less Panamanian. Ricardo, I am most grateful.
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A complete set of 26 type I stamps arc
represented in this display. hems
selected are stamps with the Arms in the
upright position. Many of the values
exist with the Arms inverted. Of over
1,200 singles and pairs of Encomienda
stamps examined, we thund only six
singles of the twenty Balboas value, all
from Part 2. At left is a full pane or the
twenty Balboas. The type I pane shows
only traces of the purple background.
Stamps are shown actual size.

MAIL BID SALE 22
LOT 4
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS (thru 30 November 2000)
370	 CRUZ, Santiago 	 Poslnet #102114 Box 02-4438 Miami FL 33102 	 USA

CHANGES OF ADDRESS
C14	 BRID, Federico	 	 do Box PTY-15092 1717 NW 82d Ave Miami FL 33126 	 USA
C31	 FROME, Howard 	 624 E 20 th St Apt 5F	 	 New York NY 10009 	 USA
250	 ZEMER, David 	 Box 654 Skoeyen 	 NO-0214 Oslo 	 Norway

DECEASED
CO5	 ARCH, Brad
C53	 LONDONO, Jairo

DROPPED (NON-PAYMENT OF DUES)
150 BERN, Miriam 281 BROWN. Bill 349 CLAGHORN, William C28 FISCHER, Victor
181 FOSTER, Arthur R 198 GATONS, Paul 362 GNATKOWSKY, Milton C40 HIERSEMAN. Wayne
108 LANPHEAR, Robed 212 SCOTT, Dr. Gene 101 SPOELMAN, C 110 STEEN, Piet
C78 TINDALL, Herbert 357 TRAXLER, Alexander

Mr. Cruz collects Colombia, codes 07-08 and 17,
plus 19. The following additional individuals have
made contributions of $5.00 or more and are
recognized as contributing members for membership
year 2000-2001: 115 Toro, F. 3I6X Kraemer, W.

COPAPHIL has received a formal invitation to
participate in EXFILF3O 200L James Johnson will
serve as U.S. commissioner and hand carry exhibits to
and from Colombia. We should receive copies of the
prospectus and application shortly. Members interested
in exhibiting should notify me as soon as possible.

Members interested in purchasing copies of Peter
Quail's Colombian airmail book should contact our
librarian. Details can be found in the Classified Ads.
All proceeds will go to Peter's widow.

We received delayed notice of the death last spring
of the eminent Colombian philatelist, Jairo London°.
Jairo was one of two Colombians invited to sign the
Role of Distinguished Philatelists. He served for many
years in various positions in Colombian philatelic
organizations and was an international accredited
judge. His specialized collections included Colombian
Classics (sold several years ago), Antioquia and
Panama under Colombian dominion_ He served for a
decade as COPAPHIL's representative in Colombia.
He was co-author of the handbook, "Los Primeros
Cincuenta Afios de Correo Aereo en Colombia, the best
available reference work on early Colombian airmails.
Member James Johnson received a large gold medal for
his exhibit of Colombian Airmails at London 2000.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross

Well here we are in the holiday season again. As 1
grow older the years seems to grow shorter. The
millenium year (if you calculate it that way) has turned
out to be pretty much an anticlimax; Y2K a pseudo-
shibboleth, the Anaheim show the best that ever
flopped., my 50`11 wedding anniversary celebration
pleasant, but over much too soon after I sat out the
anniversary waltz due to my wife's arthritis. You will
read in the Market Report in this issue that it was not a
particularly good year to sell a Colombia airmail
collection, although it may have been good for
purchasers, who are apparently less numerous than they
have been. As a final touch this was a quarter when
there were no major articles left in my "to be published
folder." I have selected a number of short articles which
1 had never gotten around to publishing, some dating
back several years, and tried to fill out the rest of the
space as best I could.

E-Bay continues to offer interesting lots. One
purchased by member Federico Brid is the third recorded
cover from the city of Panama with the provisional "R"
cancel used during the last week of July 1904. The other
two were in the Helme collection. This one is unusual
because the I Oc stamp with the fourth Panama overprint
was first struck with the oval A.R. marking used to
create the 1902-1903 provisional A.R. stamps of
Panama. The reason for this can probably never be
determined. It may have been struck in error in place of
the large "R" handstamp. The cover appears genuine in
all respects and bears the expected backstamps. It is
illustrated on the color page of this issue. Also on that
page, courtesy of Alan Anyon, are the essays of the
unused designs of the 5 and I 0 pesos stamps of the 1882
Bolivar Seebeck issues which were described in the
article which l reprinted in volume XVI of
COPACARTA. The other illustrations show two later
covers with stamps of Bolivar. One is the first
Department of Bolivar cover I have seen with the lc
stamp of the 1892 issue which was later used as a
provisional national stamp in Cartagena during
December 1899. The other is a registered inflation cover
with A. R. requested sent from Cartagena to Bar ra nq uilla
12 Jul 1904.  The registration marking resembles the one
used by the Cartagena national post office from 1902 to
1904 with a smaller "R."

I am pleased to announce that the long promised
Colombia/Panama bibliography is finally nearing
completion. It is planned to have a complementary copy
distributed to all members with the next issue of
COPACARTA..

Work continues on the Panama postmark project.
I am mailing copies of the drafts of chapters on various
miscellaneous markings to the members who have been
contributing to the project. I am also taking advantage
of the space available in this issue to include a listing of
the earliest known uses on cover of various Panama
issues from before I939 in hopes that members will be
able to help fill in some of the blanks in the manuscript.

As a followup on the request in this column in the
previous issue, 1 have prepared an article with the data
that we now have on postal stations in the city of
Panama. More information on this subject is needed
before the handbook is published.

The A.P.S. on-line sale site has turned out to be
something of a disappointment, although I have sold 5
of the 100 items I consigned in August. It does not
permit a buyer to search by country and all of the
Latin American countries are in one large "rest of the
world category." Buyers need to use the "find" function
of their browser to look for material and not all users of
the Internet are fully aware of how that works. As a
consignor I was surprised to find that when 1 entered
my password , it appeared on the screen instead of the
string of asterisks that is the industry standard..
Hopefully, some of those shortcomings will be
corrected in the near future. Anyone is free to browse
the page, even though they are not an A.P.S. member.

Note that the previous page lists two more deaths
and 15 members who have been dropped for failure to
renew after receiving two dues notices. This should be
of concern to all members. We have now lost 25% of
our members in the past five years.

I entered the previous volume of COPACARTA in
the literature competition at the A.P.S. StaMpsHOW
2000 in Providence, Rhode Island. and was quite
disappointed when it only received a silver-bronze
award.

JIM CROSS
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT

Mail Bid Sale 22 was closed on 10 November after
allowing ten days for any late mailed bids to arrive.
Thus far 81 lots have been sold for $4030. The
following lots are available for the minimum bid shown
in the catalog: 1-2, 8, 11-12, 17, 19, 21-22, 25, 27,
41-42, 44, 46-48, 55, 60-63, 65-69, 71-73, 76-80,
83-86, 89-90, 100-102, 105, 107-118, 123-125,
127-139, 141, 144-149, 151, 153-155. 159, 161-164,
168, 171-172.

Five of the unsold lots are the property of the estate
of our late member, Brad Arch, These are lots 129-
131, 135 and 136. If you are interested in any of these
lots, but feel that the reserve is too high, please make an
offer and I will forward the offer to the administrator of
the estate to see if it will he accepted. Brad collected
registered mail from all I.atin American countries.

Fifty percent or more of the lots in most categories
sold. However, there were very few sales of cover lots
and this brought the total total percentage of lots sold
to below fitly percent.

Proceeds of this sale will he distributed to
consignors as soon as payments have been received
from all successful bidders.

The catalog for Mail Rid Sale 23 is being mailed
with this issue. All bids and payments for these lots are
to be sent to our Panama Sales Manager, Patrick
Lamastus. The next Colombia sale is tentatively
scheduled for 31 July 2001 with a catalog mailed with
the June 2001 issue. Instructions for consignors will be
published in the March 2001 COPACARTA.

seaablikikaa.

THE MARKET REPORT
THE KNOX MARTIN FLIGHT

37 lots were offered including 16 mint singles, I
used single, 19 covers (including a set of the 10
positions) and I mint strip of positions 4-5-6 which
includes Scott la in position 5 . Rendon believes three
sheets (300 stamps) were overprinted based upon the
centering of the stamps which are found.. The catalog
cited the figure of 200 which was shown in the
Gebauer/Londono handbook. In the July sale the VF
mint examples of positions 1-4 and 6-10 estimated at
$2587.50 did not sell. In the October sale the estimates
were reduced to $2156.25. One stamp from position 6
was sold for $2202.50. Two seconds sold for $1207.50
each. A mint copy of position 5 (Scott C la) sold for
$7807.50 in the October sale.

Basic stamps on cover were estimated at $1725 in
July sale and $1380 in October. None were sold even at
85% of that price. Scott la on cover sold for $5205 in
the July sale and $6037.50 in the October sale.

The mint strip of three (one of two known) was
estimated at $34,500 and was unsold. The sale results
suggest the Scott values for Cl a mint and used should
be increased, but the Scott value of $2750 for Cl mint
is questionable. Almost all of the used stamps are found
on cover. The failure to sell any covers suggests the
Scott used value of $1200 is also too high.

Colin Ross has sent the catalog and prices realized
from !farmer's July sale and the I 9 th October sale of
the Colombia airmail collection of Augusto Peifiado.
These are two of the most advanced Colombian airmail
holdings which have been offered at public auction for
some time and I will report on the results in some
detail. The latter I larmer's sales catalog is especially
outstanding with color photos thoughout and should be
in the library of every serious Colombia airmail
collector. The value of the British pound in dollars has
been falling. As I write this late in October it is worth
$1.45. For ease of conversion I have used the figure of
$1.50 to the pound. Estimates and prices realized have
been increased by the 15% buyer's premium. Note that
European purchaser's were also charged 5% VAT.

The July sale included 68 Colombia lots of which
the first 23 were early incoming letters and classic
stamps. The October sale contained 144 lots. 31 lots
from the July sale and 77 from the October sale were
unsold. Harmer's saes not accept bids of less than 85%
of the estimates and this may have contributed to the
number of unsold lots. Possibily not all Colombian
specialists are on Harmer's mailing list. It continues to
amaze me to almost never receive advance notice of
forthcoming specialized sales. Is there an arrogance
which causes auction firms to assume their mailing lists
contain everyone interested in the material?
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THE CCNA ISSUES
These lots sold much better than the Knox Martin

stamps. In the July sale 11 of 14 lots sold, while in the
October sale of 25 of 54 lots sold. The percentage sold
in October was lower because none of the 9 used

stamps (most on small pieces) sold and because the
number of uses on cover offered was quite large for a
single sale. The table below summarizes the results.
Items in parenthesis are estimates on unsold lots_ Prices
realized have been rounded to nearest dollar.

DESCRIPTION SGIB SCI MINT STAMPS COVERS

Woman & boy watching plane 1 C2 ($2070). $2587 $4658, $3455, (53987).($3455)

Clouds & small biplane 2 C3 $2070 $3105. ($2587),($3105). ($2587)

'Filled plane viewed from above 3 C4 $2243, $2760 $3898, $4743. $10,350. ($4310), ($4310)

Flier in plane watching biplane .1 CS $2415, $ I 208( dam) $2933, $3105, 5314913. ($3455)

Lighthouse 5 ('6 $4486, $3898 $3455. S3287. ($3455). ($3018)

Fuselage & tail of biplane 6 C7 $12,938, $5175. ($6900)

Condor on cliff 7 C8 $5175. $5606 $603533627

Plane at rest. pilot in foreground 14 C9 $3105, $2587 $4004, $2760

ots..tan liner. 9 CIO $3627 $3455.($2588)

Flier in plane watching biplane 10 C11 $2243. $4482, $3968, $1897, ($1725). ($2587)

• Lot 2046 of the October sale was Scott C4 on the
only known cover from the third flight 6 Mar 1920.
It sold for $10,350.

• Lot 2066 of the October sale was Scott C7 on a
cover from the second flight. Only seven covers are
known with Scott C7 and this was described as the
finest of the lot. It sold for $12,938.

Besides the lots shown in the chart, there were two
lots which show combination uses of various labels on
cover fragments.
• Lot 2030 which has one copy of Scott C2 and two

copies each of Scott C4 and C7 sold for $51,750.
Lot 2031 which has one copy each of Scott C2, C4
and C8 sold for $37,950. (This item includes the
condor on a cliff which invites interest from
thematic collectors as well).

SCADTA ISSUES
There were 25 lots of regular SCADTA items in

the July sale including 16 covers. Only 10 of these sold.
There were 32 lots of regular SCADTA items in the
October sale, all covers except for three lots with
various surcharged stamps. Only 13 of these sold. The
highest realization was for:
• Lot 2099. The only known cover with the error

"$20 c." inverted on the 50c stamp and used on a

cover with the 50c stamp, $5175 against an
estimate of $2155. This was one of the few lots
which sold for far above the estimate.

SCADTA CONSULAR ISSUES
The July sale had 26 lots of these stamps — all but

one were covers including 16 different origins. Only
four of these were franked with handstampcd
overprints. 20 of the lots sold including:
• Lot 214. One of only two known stamps with both

the P for Panama and C.Z. overprints. Sold for
$4830.
Lot 224. An envelope from Sweden franked with
the 5c, 15c and 50c machine overprints sold for
$5003.
The October sale included 24 lots of consular issue

covers also including sixteen different origins. I Only
six of these had handstamped overprints. l 6 of the lots
were sold including:
• Lot 2139_ A registered cover franked with "5"

machine overprints which originated in
Liechtenstein sold for $9485.

• Lot 2142. A cover from Sweden with franking
including a 3 peso stamp sold for $6468.
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COLOMBIA: THE FIRST SEVEN ISSUES ON CD
A Review by Jim Cross

I received a copy of this compact disc compiled by
Carlos Valenzuela and Juan Carlos Valenzuela about
a year ago, but I have been unable to use it until I
updated my computer in October.

The CD contains a folder named SOBRES which
will load in the My Computer folder when Sobres.setup
is run. When Sobres.exe is opened it displays a page
resembling a webpage with a table of contents at the
lett that can he clicked to navigate. The contents are an
introduction, the stamps, covers, studies, laws and
decrees and exit. The index is in Spanish, but not
difficult to use. There is a button at the bottom marked
ENGLISH, but as far as I could determine it only
provides an English translation of the introduction
page. There is a button marked BUSCAR which
displays an English language search program. It
apparently only searches the text in the studies and
laws and decrees sections and cannot be used to find
covers by origin or destination.

The stamps section is organized by issue. The first
page for each issue shows a color photo of the stamps
of the set. It is followed by an individual page for each
stamp giving its denomination, color, catalog numbers
in Leo Temprano and Scott and quantity issued.(those
numbers are known only for the first three issues).

'I'he covers section displays covers by stamp issue
with a descriptive table which includes the franking.
cancellation, origin, addressee and destination for each.
You can page thru the covers using back and forward
arrows. By my count there are 139 cover photos. The
introduction states most were scanned from auction
catalogs. 48 are in color and 91 are black and white.
The count by issue is 21, 16, 12, 6. II, 26, and 44.
There are three covers at the end which seem to he out
of order – one is an 1865 stamplcss cover.

The studies section contains the text of articles by
John Swales on the printers of the early Colombia
issues, by Federico Larsen on the six types of the I
peso stamp of 1865 (erroneously listed as siete tipos in
the index), by Charles Trousseau on the first six issues
of Colombia, by Leo Temprano on the first issue and
by Vitautas Stasyiukinas on early Colombian postal
rates. The first and last articles are in English and the
others are in Spanish. The Larsen article links to photos
of the six types.

The laws and decrees section has the text of two
laws and three decrees from 1859, 1862 and 1865.

From a technical point of view the CD is relatively
easy to use. Anyone who has used the Internet should
have no difficulty navigating thru the different sections.
No printing function is included, but I found it quite
simple to use the My Computer program in Windows
to open one of the image files which are stored in a
folder named thumbs. Windows ME previewed the
image on the screen. The preview program has a print
option which produced a very nice color printout about
160% of actual size.

Philatelically there is little new on the C.D.with the
exception of the convenience of having 139 cover
images in one location. There is no mention or
illustration of any of the known varieties which means
that the classical varieties (misplaced and inverted
cliches, etc) are not shown. The stamps are listed as I
would list them – one listing for each denomination
(other than the two separate dies of the 1865 50c
stamp), but there is nothing in the text which describes
the wide range of shades known, especially on stamps
the first issue. Thus the violet shade of the 1859 5c
stamp which Scott gives a separate number is not
shown at all, nor are the bluish paper varieties..

There is no explanation of the types of postal
markings used on these issues, although a number of
them are shown on the covers including a few which are
quite scarce. The authors apparently did not contact the
COPAPHIL library which has a large holding of
auction catalogs including illustrations of covers not on
the C.D. and of the classic errors. An appeal to
COPAPHIL members via this journal also might have
yielded a number of additional photos..

There is no indication of the number of covers of
the first seven issues that are known although our
member Brigitte Kaplan in Colombia has been
compiling such a list for many years.

There is no indication that all of the stamps of the
first seven issues have been counterfeited, many
repeatedly, and there are no illustrations or descriptions
of the counterfeits. It would have been useful to
collectors who are not hi-lingual if the articles, laws
and decrees had been translated so that they were
available in both Spanish and English.

The CD is a good beginning and shows what can
be done with a computer. However, it is not a bargain
at $65. Members interested in obtaining a copy should
e-mail chvalenzucla@hotmail.com .
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COLOMBIA: SCADTA AUTOGIROS

One of the services offered by SCADTA was the
autogiro, or airmail money order. This service has not
previously been mentioned in this journal and I can find
no references in the Gebauer/Londofio handbook.
Member William Walton furnished photocopies of
three different forms used for this service in 1926 and
1927, originating in Bogota, Girardot and Barranquilla.

Photocopies of the front and back of these forms are
shown below, reduced 20%. Note the contents are
similar. It suggests that each SCADTA office prepared
its own form. This is borne out by the printer's indicia
on the back of the form below which reads Form
8-24-a. Cortes-Bogota.

Servicio be Transportes aereos en (1-.6tombia

AEROGIRO
Remitente:

-	 •Per la sums de $ [atom pill.
60,0,14

A	 	 -=r!e_J
Sr.

Thrlpre
nac.nal

Fecha de liegada

Sado a

IndicaciOn del recibo:
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The Barranquilla form also has a number on the
reverse which may be the same and includes the
quantity primed., 20,000. This suggests that SC ADTA
thought this would be a popular service. but the

.	 7
SERY161	 :TRAILMTEZIt

sequence numbers on the three forms suggest that it
may not have been. This is borne out by the fact that
used forms are not often seen in dealers stocks.

.	'
.• kr..211 X

.•	 - • 	 -
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The postage on the Bogota form is only 10
centavos, while one peso was charged on the other two.
The reason for this large difference is not known. A 2
centavos government revenue stamp was affixed to the
reverse of each form. The forms were numbered

manually on the front by the dispatching office and
again on the reverse by the receiving office. They were
signed by the recipient of the money and presumably
retained by the receiving office as proof of payment.
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MEDELLIN BUZONITAQUILLA MARKINGS

BUZON markings from Panama and Colon, while not
common, are found on covers and postal cards from
1886 to at least 1929. The exact reason for them is not
known, although they may have been applied to show
that the letters were received from a letterbox which
would explain any delays in their dispatch. Similar
markings had not been reported from cities in
Colombia, other than pre-1903 Colon and Panama.

However, member David Leeds has now furnished
photocopies of four much later covers from Medellin
which show examples of similar markings. One cover
has "CORREO AEREOI AVIANCA/ BUZON struck
in black. Two others, have TAQUIL LA No. I, one
struck in black and the other in blue, while the final one
has TAQUILLA No. 2 struck in magenta. Can any
members supply more information about them?

Colombia - Venezuela Union
''...-- * --."	 - --CtlIZEr0 AEMO OM	 ,

'	 – • Medellin, Colombia; S,. A.

— • -

r,
Bld. A. H. Roth 

coRk
-

Apartado 1059	 , 
A
1

SanJose, Costa Fti. 01111r

I
IOW Alln AEI	 INV Allln Alm nNir

Elder A. H. Roth
F. 0. Box 228
Coconut Grove, Liazd, Fla.

UU. de N. A.

I
I

4INF AM/ AMW	 AMII

I
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AN INTERESTING BUCARAMANGA POST CARD

Member William Walton has furnished photocopies
of the illustrated post card which probably dates from
the last decade of the 10 century. It is a standard
government issue card which has been overprinted with
an address on the front and a form for a message on the
reverse, notifying M.P. Norwood that there was a
package for him in the post office that has been there
more than a month. It seems strange that this would

occur Mien enough to justify the preparation of a post
card. Perhaps Mr. Norwood , who ran a typography
shop printed it as a sample of the work he could do. In
any event it is curious that an example of an unused
card is still in existence. Perhaps even more interesting
is to learn of the Bucaramanga typography shop which
may very possibly have printed some of the postage and
revenue stamps of the Department of Santander.

. 2g3m122MM-.1%.110-PH	 anirir wiz we glow m- nn	 LA-45,0  

611  
, REPLJBLICA DE COLOMBIA

ESCR[BASE EN SEGUIDA LA DIRECCION SOLAMEN1E

I CI Tipografia "La Imparcial" y Fdbrica de sellos
J3ucararnriga,-

Departamento de Santander.

Y A LA ',DELTA LA COMLINIEACION
LEPS._Esip5d,LVisL.--_•-• WIN If geFeJ	 	  VISIWWW	 Mg ALM	 0,,divab	 •

eorreo:± rei .......

(Fecha) 	

Sr. M. P. Norwood,	 Bitraramartga 	

/Rut' E> on

e.s±a Es± ag a. /kart 4.-Luc ado , 13.o.rt m6.. de un

meS 	 maitcado4 on du .s

(Papa dtt olt-beadd de neeesif an. 	  ertiavos

En eatarapillo.s.

El Administracior,
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MARKINGS DATE DESCRIPTION

None ERC II Sep 11015

(hil!, dated cover

1-7
Issued 1878

None ERC 5 Nos 11017 8-14 + El

Lssucd 1887-88

None ERC 14 Nov 1892 15-1K

Issued 1892

None ER(' 3 NON 1894 22-30

Issued 1 894

None ERC 6 Feb 1895 19

Issued I Jan 1895

None ERC 14 Nov 1897 20-21 Issued 111%

None ERC 16 Mar 1900 F3 Issued

15 Mar 190(1

None ERC 24 Jun 1901 F4 Issued 1901

None FRC 16 Ike 1901 114

None ERC 14 Apr 1902 P5 Issued Apr 1902

None No reawcied eves 115

None FR(' 9 NOV 1%3 51-64.119. F6-1'7

Novn ERC 1 Dec 1903 101-108, FI2

Nun ERC 3 Dee 1903 65-70

None FIX' 7 13tx 1903 F849.1110

None ERC 10 Dee 1903 151-157. F21-122

None FRC I I Dec 1903 109-116. F13. H11

None ERC 28 Dm 1903 76-82

Nonc ERC 29 Dcc 1903 F16-F20

None ERC 26 Jan 1904 129-138 F15. 1119

None 1".R(... 19 Feb 1904 158-161,1121

None ERC 21 Mtu- 1904 F10-1" 1 I

Issued Mar 1904

None ERC 8 Aug 1904 127, 1122, II3 Issued

Aug 1904

None i:RC 29 May 1905 179-180 Issued

4 Feb 1905

None ERC 12 Mav 1906 181-184

Issutx11906
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PANAMA FIRST DAY COVERS AND EARLIEST USES ON COVER

The earliest recorded official Panama postal
marking which includes the term "PRIMER DIA" is
the Panama city cachet used 7 Dec 1938 on FDC's of
the issue commemorating the U.S. Constitution.
Handstamped cachets were used on the 5 Jun 1938
issue for the opening of the Normal School in Santiago,
but they do not clearly indicate they are first day
cancels. Cachets were also applied to covers with the
25 Nov 1937 Fire Department commemoratives in
Panama. Colon and David, but these were applied to
covers for at least four days and do not indicate they
are first day uses. A cover of the 17 Dec 1930 stamp
commemorating the death of Simon Bolivar has a
marking '3Irst lizy of Ism" in English, but this was
probably applied by the dealer who prepared the cover.
Special First Day cachets were applied to covers of the
25' Anniversary of the Panama Canal Issue in 1939
and the Panamerican Union issue of 1940. An FDC of
the Second Cancer postal tax issue of 1940 bears a
printed notation in English, but has no special first day
cancel. An FDC of the 1941 Constitucion issue has
been recorded with a First Day Cachet on the reverse,
but this also may he a private fabrication as other
FDC's bear no special markings. Eventually the
Panama postmaster began using a CDS with the term
PRIMER DIA/DE EMISION which is found on FDC's
from 1947 to at least 1964. The earliest use of this
handstamp recorded is 29 Jun 1947 on an FFC of the
Peruvian Airlines flight from Tocumen to Lima. The
franking includes the 5c stamp with coat of arms (Scott
351) which was issued on 7 April 1947 and the I c on
24c Cancer postal tax stamp (Scott RA22). Presumably
this was the date of issue of the postal tax stamp. Does
anyone else have an earlier use?

A cover with a similar special cancel from Colon
has just been seen on E-Bay. It is franked with stamps
of the 1949 issue, but is dated 12 Sep 1949
while major catalogs list the date of the issue as 9 Sep
1949. Was the cancel applied in error or did the Colon
postmaster use it on the first day that the stamps were
available in his post office'?

It is planned to include the earliest use on cover for
stamps issued before 1950 in the Panama Postal
Markings Handbook. Listed below are the earliest dates
of use on cover recorded by issue. The abbreviation
ERC stands for Earliest Recorded Cover. Scott catalog
numbers arc shown.
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MARKINGS DATE DESCRIPTION

None ERC 10 Sep 1906 186 Issued
31 Aug 1906

None ERC 27 Nov 1906 185. 187-193
Issued 20 Nov 1906

None ERC 3 Jun 1909 195. 197-201

None 14 Issued
12 Aug 1910

None 15 Issued 1910

None 202 Issued Sep 1913

None 11-J4 Issued 1915

None EIX 1 Mar 1915 204-212

None 196 Issued 1915

None 213 Issued 1916

None ERC 2 Aug 1919 E29. H23
Issued 1916

None 16 Issued 1917

None I30 Issued 1917

None 214-216
Issued 1918

None FDC 15 Aug 1919 217

None 218-219

Issued 1920

None 17 Issued 1921

None 220-231 Issued
13 Nov 1921

None 232 Issued
28 Nov 1921

None ERC 20 Sep 1923 233 Issued 1923

None ERC 4 Apr 1924 234-243

Issued 1924

None 244-255 Issued
10 Jun 1926

None MC 17 Feb 1927 1•11-E2

None FDC 9 Jan 1928 256-257

None ERC' 30 Nov 1928 258 Issued
I Nor 1928

None WC 8 Feb 1929 Cl

None 1 IS' 22 May 1929 C2-C4

None F3-E4 issued 1929

None 15-JR Issued 1930

None EDC 20 Jan 1930 C7-C9 Issued

None C5 Issued
25 Jan 1930

None ('6 issued
28 Feb 1930

None C10-C14 Issued
4 Aug 1930

None FIX' 17 Dec 1930 259 Issued

None ERC 28 Nov 1931 C15 Issued
24 Nov 1931

None 260-263
Issued 1932

None FRC 14 Nov 1933 ('It-CI6A Issued
14 Dix 1932

None ERC 23 Oct 1935 266 Issued

Jan 1933

None FR(' 11 Aug 1933 264 Issued
May 1933

None FIX' 30 Jun 1933 265 issued

None 268-273 Issued
24 Jul 1934

None ERC 13 Oct 1934 CI7- I 7A Issued

25 Aug1934

None C18-C18A Issued

Jun 1935

None 274 Issued 1935

None 275-276 Issued
19 Scp 1936

None FTW 24 Sep 1936 277. C19-20

None 278-87. C21-26
Issued 1 Ilse 1936

None 267 Issued
Oct 1933
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MARKINGS DATE DESCRIPTION

None 267 Issued
Oct 1933

None 288-297, C27-32

Issued 1 Mar 1937

None C33-C39 Issued
3(1 Jun 1937

None 298-310 Issued

Jul 1937

None (now. 41 311-316. C40-42

Issued 25 Nov 1937

None C43-C47 Issued

2 Feb 1938

None (note 51 FOC 5 Jun 1938 321A, (53A-B

EDM-PAN4X)I FDC 7 Dec 1938 317-321. C49-53

IDM-PAN-002 FIX! 15 Aug 1939 322-330, C54-C61

None FR(` 15 Jun 1939 RAI-4 Issued Jun

1939

EDM-PAN-003 FDC 15 Apr 1940 C62

ERC 17 Sep 1941 C63-C66 Issued

12 Aug 1940

None FDC 20 Dec 1940 RA5

None FDC 2 Jan 1941 331-8. C67-71

ERC 12 Feb 1941 RA6-9 Issued 1941

(stamps are dated

1940)

ERC 20 Apr 1942 339.340,C72

Issued 19 Feb 1942

341. C73 Issued 25
Apr 1942

ERC 16 Nov 1942 342-349. C74-079

Issued I I May 1942

ERC 311 Jun 1942 RAID Issued 1942

ERC 31 Oct 1942 G1-G3 issued 1942

RA 11-RA14 Issued

1943

C804111 Issued 16
Dec 1943

COPACARTA
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ERC 18 Dec 1945 RA15-RA 18 Issued
1945

RA I9-20 Issued 1946

(inscribed 19471

ERC 26 Mar 1947 (112-C86 Issued
14 Mar 1947

FDM-I'AN-004 FIX' 29 Jun 1947 RA21-22

rDC 29 Oct 1947 352-356

ERC 16 Nov 1947 RA24-RA27 Issued
1947

(118-C95 Issued II

Feb 1948

357 Issued
14 Jun 1948

358-363 Issued June
1948

C96-C99 Issued 14

Jun 1948

CI00-C104
Issued 15 Sep 1948

364. C1054'106

Issued 15 Nov 1948

365 Issued 1948

l'OM-PAN-004 18 Jan 1949 C107

FDM-PAN-004 16 Feb 1949 RA28-29

366-367. CI 08-111

Issued 26 May 1949

CI12-C113

Issued 4 Aug 1949

368-370. C114-8

Issued 9 Sep 1949

371. CI I9 Issued 7

Doc 1949

RA30
Issued 1949

Members who have an earlier use of stamps with an
ERC date, an early use of pre-1936 stamps for which
no ERC is listed or a FDC of later stamps for which
none is shown are urged to furnish photocopies.
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POSTAL MARKINGS OF PANAMA SUBSTATIONS
by Jim Cross

I can find no references on this subject in the
literature. As part of the Panama postal markings
handbook project. I have accumulated a number of
markings. I am publishing this preliminary study in
hopes that some of our members, especially those who
are acquainted with Panama can furnish additional
information for the handbook. Currently Zone Codes
are used within the city, but no list of the current zones
is available. All of the markings described in this article
have been seen on cover.

The dates of establishment of substations are not
known. Some have apparently had several different
designations. It is not known if all mail deposited in a
substation was cancelled at the station, but the evidence
indicates that at least some of it was. Registration
markings are known from some of the stations, but thus
far no other markings except airmail markings have
been recorded. The earliest postmark recorded thus far
which indicates a substation is a 19 April 1911
postmark of Section B. This is followed by the Admon
de Correos Urbanos/ Na y . Nal.. Panama marking
which was previously illustrated in this journal.

No other markings have been seen prior to 1915. In
that year the Canal Zone postal guide included a list of
Panama post offices as an appendix. The list showed
Sections 7a and 8a in Panama. Federico Brid has
furnished a copy of a decree from that year which
appointed postal employees. This also included these
two sections. A registered cover find on which the
registration markig shows Seccion 7a and the postmark
shows Sub-Seccion de Correos de Calidonia gives us
the name of that section. A 1946 postmark lists the
Cal idonia office as Sucursal "B" de Correos suggesting
it may be the station of the 19 April 1911 marking.

It is believed that Seccion 8a was the substation at
El Chorrillo. There is a 20 Jun 1942 cover with the

Seccion 8a registration marking. but the name of the
substation is also designated as Seccion 8a on the
handstamp. All other markings recorded show the name
of a substation.

A substation at Panama Viejo was opened on 15
August 1915 just to provide cancels on the stamp
commemorating the 400' Anniversary of Panama City.
It only operated for only one day.

The following is a list of the substations recorded:
thus far:
Station
	 Alt Names	 Marks Earliest

Calidonia Seccion 7a, Sucursal "B" ti	 1917
Cervantes
	 1948

ElChorillo (Seccion 8a?)
	

1928
Nay. Nal. Panama
	

1911
Panama Viejo
	 1915

Seccion 8a
	 1942

Universidad
	

1942
A cover cancelled at the substation at the Escuela

Normal was seen at the Anaheim show in July. but
there was no opportunity to obtain a photocopy of the
marking. My sister-in-law worked at the substation in
Rio Abajo for some years, but it is not known when the
office opened. No pre-1950 markings have been
recorded.

There are also several markings which do not show
a substation name, but only a number in the killer
portion of the duplex. These may represent sections of
the main post office rather than substations. Markings
with the number 2 are fairly common and the killer with
2 between heavy bars is often seen on loose stamps.
Others seen so far arc 4 and 6. both less common.

Substation and numerical markings are illustrated
below and on the following page. Several of the
drawings are incomplete. because parts of the markings
are illegible on the available covers.
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PANAMA: THE 1933 DR. AMADOR COMMEMORATIVE
by Jim Cross

Both the Scott and Stanley
Gibbons catalogs for Panama list
the issue date for this stamp as 3
July 1933., while the Michel catalog
lists the date as 30 Jun 1933.

The photocopy at the left, taken
from a recent E-Bay lot provides
proof that only the Michel catalog
listing is correct. Shown is a picture
post card issued to commemorate
the birth of Dr. Amador. The photo
clearly shows that the card was
postmarked 30 Jun 1933 in Colon.

In addition the text on the post
card above the picture gives this
date as Dr. Amador's birth date.

The following is translated from
"Panama y su SeparaciOn de
Colombia de Eduardo LeMaitre.
"He was horn in Turbaco, a
delightful village near Cartagena.,
exposed to fresh breezes and
populated by experienced
midwives. Expectant mothers from
Cartagena used to go there for the
last months of their pregnancies and
give birth there.

Little or nothing is known of his
youth and adolescence,except that
his parents were don Jose Maria
Amador y Leguina and dofia
Mercedes Guerrero y Cordoba, both
natives of Panama. We do know
that the youth studied medicine, or
what at the time passed for it. in the
university in that city; and that as
soon as he passed his exams, in
1855, he emigrated to the Isthmus,
possibly with the intent of going on

to Guayaquil where a great-uncle, don Esteban Amador. had settled many years earlier. But the young man remained
in Panama for the rest of his days. There life had been reborn and there were many opportunities. It was the time of the
"gold rush" and the railroad recently opened gave its first puffs of smoke. Amador found an auspicious location in
which to prosper and alternated his professional duties with those of business and a little bit of usury. He was able to
get ahead and occupy a leading position which he consolidated by a brilliant wedding to dons Maria de Is Ossa,
daughter of the Panamanian aristocracy.
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However, reverses of fortune forced him to take a
step backward. "A bad businessman", don Oscar
Teran tells us. he fell into debt and having lost most of
his belongings, he was forced to live from public
employment, singularly as the Surgeon of the Panama
Railway Company ("where he was my subordinate"
affirmed on the other hand Bunau-Varilla), and later, as
doctor of the Batallnn Colombia."

Politics, meanwhile. had tempted him and for a
while he occupied a seat in the Colombian congress as
representative of the Province of Veraguas. In 1866 he
was elected as first alternate to exercise the executive
power in the sovereign state of Panama and the
following year was elected as President of the same, but
an armed revolution prevented him from serving. Worse
yet, he was imprisoned and exiled for a year.

Apparently that experience quieted Amador
Guerrero for a while; since we only see him reappear in
the political world twenty years later when due to the
absence of the Jefe Civil y Militar, General
Santodomingo Vila, the good doctor temporarily
assumed the position in 1886. Finally during the
"Thousand Days" we find him as a councillor of the
chief of Government of the Department, General Victor
M. Salazar whom he officially nominated for senator.
We know from his personal correspondence that those
events had rekindled in the doctor his ardor for politics

and he kept informed of not only what went on in the
administration, but also in the area of
military operations.

It was not because Amador Guerrero was a military
hero as his second name would suggest: on the contrary
when the rebels defeated General Albin in Corozal the
20 of July 1900. he hid in a barrel (like Balboa 400

years earlier) until he was in Colon and then took a ship
for New York. while General Alban "had to employ in
the city of Panama. even foreign doctors, because there
were not enough doctors to treat the wounded." And it
is known that he returned later and remained in hiding
until after the death of Alban when General Sarria
arranged that he be named as surgeon of the army, but
with the express condition that he would not go on the
campaign.

Editor's note: This not totally flattering portrait of
Dr. Amador portrays a Colombian viewpoint which
sees him as a Colombian who betrayed his country. It
is quite possible that during the "Thousand Days" he
secretly favored the rebel cause and that General Alban
suspected this. In any event Dr. Amador was 67 years
of age in 1900, a rather advanced age for a field
surgeon. This is the only mention I have seen of the
battle at Corozal on 20 July 1900, This was a
preliminary to the unsuccessful rebel attack on the city
of Panama three days later.

osoillIkeib••

CLASSIFIED

Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACAR7A, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00. Foreign

$15.00; complete set volumes 1- X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00: Volumes XI thru XVII: per volume

U.S. $8.00, Canada $9.00, Other $1 1.00; complete set Volumes X1- XVII U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00.

Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2
for postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. "Selected Notes on Colombian Airmails,
1920 Onwards" by Peter Quail. $32.50 (includes postage in U.S. by library rate, postage extra on overseas orders).
Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHIL library c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321,
Burlingame CA 94010_	 lndef
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
371	 ARENAS, Gustavo	 . 609 W 25' St Apt 3

	
Lawrence KS 66046 	  USA

REINSTATED
C28	 FISCHER, Victor
198	 GATONS, Paul

Mr. Arenas has been a philatelist and parttime
stamp dealer for many years, working in Medellin,
Colombia. He has an extensive stock of mint and used
Colombian stamps in stock.

Bogota Filatelico announced the current officers of
the Club Filatelico de Bogota. The list includes the
following members of COPAPH1L:

Felipe Toro - President.
Hugo Cioggel - Vice-President
Mario Ortiz- Member
Carlos Valenmela - Member
James Johnson - Member

Nelson Camargo - Secretary
Felipe Toro served as an apprentice judge at Stamp Show 2000

in London and has been certified as an international judge in the
Acrophilately class.

New officers have been selected for the Federacion Filatdlica
Colombiana for 2000-2003. These include the following
COPAPI Ill, members::

Carlos Valenzuela - President
Felipe Tom - Vice-president
Hugo fjoggel - Secretary

Manuel Arango - Member
Send E-mail for FEFILCO to chvalenzuek4hounail.com ..

The big news in the United States is the publication of
the Colombia/Panama bibliography which you will
receive with this issue. Both of the co-authors are
charter members of COPAPHIL.

Robert Mitchell of New York City prepared the
computerized database. An earlier Mitchell project was
a study of Colombia postal stationery. This has been
circulated to the Postal Stationery study circle, but the
results have not yet been published. Perhaps this can be
Bob's next project.

Robert D'Elia was appointed COPAPHIL librarian
at our first general meeting held in conjunction with
WESTPEX 1984 which was held that year in Oakland
CA. He has worked tirelessly to find as many
references as possible including publications in various
European languages. Without his efforts the publication
would necessarily be incomplete.

It is not too early to plan to attend our 2002 general
meeting which will be held at the show of the Northeast
Federation of Stamp Clubs in Boxborough MA in May.
It would be nice to see at least three Colombia/Panama
exhibits which have not been previously shown at our
meetings. If you have suitable material, why not
consider exhibiting? It would also be nice to meet a few
of our European members at the show.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross

Following the Christmas holiday, I made a trip to
Arizona to visit my mother who had been in a nursing
home since she had a stroke in June 1999. She seemed to
be doing fine and in better spirits than during my previous
visit. Little did I know that was to be the last time I saw
her alive. She died in her sleep on the morning of 18
February at the age of 91. Her ashes have been laid
beside my step-father in the military cemetery at Fort
Huachuca AZ.. She had been widowed for 22 years.

I was pleasantly surprised to receive issue Number
33 of Bogota Filatelico which was published in July
2000. This publication had not appeared for many years.
The issue contains just two articles. The first is an
appreciation of the philatelic activities of the late Jairo
London°. The second is a major article on SCADTA
postmarks used between 1923 and 1936. by our members
Carlos Valenzuela and Hugo Goggel. It includes
drawings of the following:

Circular datestamps of the Servicio Postal Aeroo
19 different.

• Circular datestamps of the Servicio de Transportes
Aereos. 45 different.

• Handstamps with SCADTA advertising. 10 different.
• Handstamps of COSADA offices. 15 different.
• Non-standard handstamps. I 7 different.
• Straight line handstamps, 3 different.
• Markings of overseas offices. 20 different
• Miscellaneous markings used on covers of the

numeral issue. 12 different.
• Registration markings. 21 different.
• Markings for official mail. 9 different.

This publication is certainly a must for any serious
SCADTA collector. Carlos Valenzuela will be sending
copies to COPAPHIL. Look for instructions on how
to obtain one in the next issue.

Markings have not been found for the following
towns known to have had SCADTA offices:

Beltran (Cund)
	

Moniquird
Cichira (Sant)
	

Oiba
Ciqueza (Cund)
	

Puerto Colombia
Chinficota
	

Sabana de Torres
El Conchal
	

San Andr&s
Lebrija
	

San Francisco (Cued)
Malaga
	

San Vicente de Chucuri
M ologa vita
	

Sogomoso

Anyone having covers with the missing markings
should contact the authors.

By an interesting coincidence. 1 also received an
article on later Colombian airmail markings from Eric
Harris. To complement that work 1 am including a
short article on the limited pre-1950 Panama
transatlantic markings that have been recorded thus far
as part of the handbook project.

Most country collectors do not usually collect
incoming mail unless it has dual [rankings (often
caused by postage due), However such a collection can
be a fascinating study. The front page illustration on
this issue shows a cover sent to Panama at the end of
the 1923 German inflation period, courtesy of David
Leeds. The postage totals 8,000,000,000 marks. The
envelope is made of dark colored paper and may not
reproduce too well.

The Colombia and Panama bibliography handbook
is being mailed to members with this issue. This
represents a major effort on the part of the authors
Robert Mitchell and our librarian Robert D' Elia. They
have also tried to assemble copies or at least
photocopies of all the references in our library.
Members wishing to borrow or obtain copies of items
of interest are urged to contact our librarian.

In January 2001 it was reported that the venerable
U.S. department store chain and mail order firm,
Montgomery Ward, was going out of business. A photo
article in this issue depicts some of the more interesting
Panama covers sent to this firm.

Progress continues on the draft postal markings
handbook. Major input from David Leeds and Juan
Kiener has added over 100 new markings. The number
of markings now exceeds 960.

Regional postal history can make a fascinating
collection. Thus far the only Colombian collections of
this type that I have seen arc the Barranquilla exhibit of
Felipe Toro and the pre-independence Panama
collection of the late Jairo London°. It seems to me that
many of the older Departments of Colombia would
make interesting postal history collections. My article
in this issue surveys what is available for a collection
of the Department of Narino.

JIM CROSS
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT

I have experienced unprecedented difficulties with
Mail Bid Sale 22. A registered letter from a member in
Germany with his payment has not arrived. The check
has not been cleared. The letter is being traced and this
matter should be settled by the end of the month.
Payment from a member in Colombia has not been
received. The stamps have not been shipped. but these
sales may have to he cancelled. Two members who bid
on lot 4 have returned the stamp because of its
condition.

Since these lots involve almost half of the value of
items sold. payment to vendors have been delayed.
However, I will mail settlements for the lots which have
been paid for as soon as I am able.

Patrick Lamastus reports that he only received bids
for 12 lots in the Panama sale. If you were interested in
items, contact Patrick. to see they are still available.

As a result of these problems our next mail sale has
been postponed until 31 October. Instructions for
consignors will be published in the next issue.

THE MARKET REPORT

I have mentioned E-Bay in two previous issues of
COPACARTA. Let me describe it more fully for those
who have not used it. Consignors are located
worldwide. Items are available for bidding for about
two woks after they arc listed. .1 -here is a category
STAMPS which can he selected in the search.
Prospective bidders enter E-Bay and use the search
command. to search on a keyword such as the country
name and also to limit the search by location of seller,
value of item, category, etc. The program currently has
a hug which erases other limiting selections when the
category is selmtixt,so this should be selected first. The
default sequence lists lots by closing date, but other
sequences can be selected. 1 usually ask to see newly
listed items first. Registered bidders can place
interesting lots on their watch list. When they sign on
later they can choose the option "My E-Bay" and see
the current status of the items they are watching.

The number of items available from a search for
Panama, category STAMPS has varied from 130 to
about 200 over the last six months. Consignors whose
lots closed without a bid can recycle the lots. Perhaps
half of the listings are in that category. Currently
offerings are strong in categories of First Day Covers,
First Flight Covers and 20 1h century postal history with
a number of unusual items offered. There are also
better stamps and bulk lots of stamps, some of which
are aimed at a beginner or a world-wide collector.

A similar number of listings is usually found for
Colombia, category STAMPS. The range of material is
generally similar. However, as there were far more
Colombia stamps issued in the 19 th century, there has
been a good array of lots of these stamps offered. The
classic stamps offered have included quite a few

forgeries. I have contacted a number of these
consignors and all have removed or redescribed their
forgery lots. I lowever, the scanned photos of the
stamps are not always clear enough for forgeries to he
identified, so buyers should be cautious.

If you are a fan of the Antiques Roadshow on
English and American television. you are aware that
owners of classic items are often totally unaware of
their value. Some of them were purchased from
unsophisticated antique dealers for bargain prices. The
same situation is found on E-Bay. where private owners
and dealers often are unaware of the value of items.
!be latest example was a 27 Dec 1899 cover with a
pair of third issue Panama 10 centavos stamps, one of
which is cancelled with the R COLON in circle cancel.
This is the stamp which Scott lists as Panama F2,
although. as the cover shows, the marking is actually a
cancellation (When used on provisional stamps after
independence it almost always ties them to the covers).
This is the first recorded complete cover showing this
use, although Dr. Heine had a cover front from 1898.
The lot had a very low starting bid and sold for $280.

One reason many E-businesses have failed is that
they have faulty business plans. There are weaknesses
in E-Bay's business plan as well. A major flaw is
closing the bidding on a lot while there are still active
bidders. This is the equivalent of setting a time limit in
a convention auction and and awarding the lot to the
latest bidder at that time. Another is showing the
account name of the highest bidder. This permits
bidders to communicate with each other and avoid
bidding against each other. Both of these can reduce the
selling price and the E-By commissions.
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Place
Armenia
Barranquilla
Bogota
Bucaramanga
Buenaventura
Cali
Cartagena
Cucuta (50x25rnm.)
Girardot
Honda
Manizales
Medellin
Popayan

Numerals Recorded
1

1 to 6
I to 6 and 8 to l I

1

I to 4
I to 3

1

1 and 2
I to 6 and 9 & 10

1

At Barranquilla and Medellin replacement types
(Type I A) used from 1954 to 1956 had thinner
lettering. Offices in some smaller towns, and some in

the larger towns, were issued handstamps without the
prefixed numeral (Type 1 B). These have been recorded
from 1950, for Barranquilla, Bucaramanga, Medellin,
Santa Marta and Tulua. No doubt others exist.

COPACARTA	 MARCH 2001

TRANSOCEANICO MARKINGS
by Eric Harris

These markings were introduced by SCADTA on
19 July 1939 for the first acceptance of mail for
conveyance on the Transatlantic seaplane flights from
New York. The last recorded date of use is from
Barranquilla in March 1956. While most letters
received the markings in the early years, in later years
it was probably only use on the top item in each bundle
of letters.

The original format (Type 1) was similar in style to
the type H 2 MANCOMUN markings (Harris
COPACARTA Volume IX Dec 1991 pp. 26 & 36.)
They were first introduced in the larger towns and cities
and because, in most cases, there was either more than
one counter clerk or there was more than one SCADTA
(later AVIANCA) office, a numeral prefix in the upper
left corner of the handstamp indicated the specific clerk
or office. The position of this numeral varies slightly,
but it is not considered significant, neither are the
changes in ink color.

Towns recorded with Type 1 with Numerals at the
left are:-

2	 PAR AVION

CORREO AEREO

TRANSOCEANICO

I PAR AVIOR

MHO AHED

TRANSOCEANICO

4
PAR AVIAN

CORREO AEREO

TRANSOCEANICO

Type 1 Type IA Type 1B

Por Avian N o. 10
CORREO AEREO

TRANSOCEANICO

Par Avian No. 7 1
CORREO AEREO

I

TRANSOCEANIC°

—
Por Avian N? 1

CORREO AEREO 

TRANSOCEANICO

Type 2 Type 2A Type 2B
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Replacement handstamps were issued for Bogota
after 1947. Two handstamps were issue to each
clerk/office, the first of Type 2 and the second of
slightly different types (Types 2A or 2B). They all have
the Spanish "Por Avion" instead of the French "Par
Avion" and the office number the office number is at the
end of the first line. These are similar to the Type H IC
M ANCOM UN handstamps.

The Bogota offices recorded so far with the Type 2
marking are 1 to 10. 12. 13 and 15. Number 8 has been
recorded with TRANSOCEANICO removed and used
as a Taquilla marking in October 1956. Another

handstamp which includes AVIANCA (Type 3) was in
use in Bucaramanga in July 1952.

In Barranquilla a large 90x25mm. handstamp
reading REC OMENDADO/TRANSOCE AN ICO (Type
4) was used on registered mail. This has been recorded
from July 1946 to August 1953.

After the end of World War II, many private firms
began to use Transoceanico markings as well. but these
are outside the scope of the present article.

Thanks are due to Debbie Friedman, UK members of
COPAPHIL and Ian McQueen for their assistance.

RECOMENDADO
TRANSOCEANICO

ROR	 AV1ON
CORREO AEREO
AVIANCA
TRANSOCEANIC°

Type 3 Type 4

Reverse of a cover showing the Barranquilla registered marking (Type 4)
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PANAMA: TRANSATLANTICO MARKINGS
by Jim Cross

	When airmail service began from Panama in 1929	 CORREO AEREO TRANSATLANTICO. No other

	

letters to Europe were sent by airmail as far as New 	 strikes of this marking have been seen as yet. No

	

York and then by ship to Europe. The franking included
	 additional markings have been seen until a 5 Oct 1946

	

the 5c per 15 grams sea mail rate plus the airmail
	 cover which has the large Transatlantic() marking

	

surcharge at i he rate to United States. Covers 	 shown below. The next marking seen reads

	

illustrating this usage are not too common, The earliest
	

TR ASATLANTICO with all capital letters.. This has

	

I have seen is a 4 Feb 1930 cover from Panama to
	

been seen on covers dated from 2 Jun 1947 to 21 Mar

	

Vercelli. Italy which also has a 10c registration fee
	

1951.0ne cover with a TRANSATLANTICO marking in

	

added.. When airmail service to Europe was introduced
	

italic type has also been seen. Anyone having earlier or

	

apparently no additional markings were at first applied
	

later dates of use of these handstamps or pre-1950 uses

	

to the envelopes in Panama. Thus far the earliest 	 of any other handstamps are urged to submit

	

marking seen is on a 4 Sep 1941 cover to Germany 	 photocopies to the editor so they may be included in the
	pictured below which has a two line handstamp	 postal marking handbook.

AEREO
TR

COR
AN 

R  E
AT

O 
LANI°

•

Transatianhco
PANAMA .1 Sep 1941 PANAMA 5 Oct 1916

TRAN S-ATLANTICO TRASATLANT1CO
COLON Dec 1946 PANAMA 21 JUN 1947 - 21 41 %R 1951
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Panama: The 1885 Stamp Shortage
Additional Covers

by Eugene Langlais

Editor's note: This stamp shortage was described

in detail in a lengthy article in 1991 in The Collectors
Club Philatelist (4) which illustrated 18 known covers.
This article presents 5 additional covers. Since not all
members may be familiar with the 1991 article the

background of the shortage is briefly summarized. This
article first appeared in French in Documents
Philateliques and this translation is published by

permission of the author.

This article discusses the repercussions in the

postal services in the State of Panama due to the civil
war in the united States of Colombia.

Historical background ( I ):
The 1885 Civil War was the prelude to the

"Unitary Republic" of 1886. In 1880, Rafael Nunez
was elected president of the United States ofColombia.

Since the 1870's most of the political parties had
agreed to reinforce the powers of the confederated state.
President Nunez had difficulty in bringing about
economical reforms due to the local power of the
various states. Thus the President wished to change the

1863 constitution, but was opposed by the local
leaders. A civil war broke out in 1884. The armed

forces of President Nunez won the war in July 1885.
President Nunez could then conceive his new

constitution which led to the Unitary Republic.

Repercussions on the postal services:
The towns of Colon and Panama are situated in the

sovereign state of Panama, which at the time was one
of the nine states making up the United States of
Colombia. The following letter was sent by the

postmasters of these towns to the post offices of the
countries of the Universal Postal Union. (The original

French version had spelling mistakes - the names of the
postal employees were incorrect). It may seem
surprising that all official text should present such

errors (2).

United Slate of Colombia	 N '7
Sovereign State of Panama Colon and Panama
National Post Office	 March 7, 1885

Sir:
The postal stamps used on correspondence in our

offices are provided by the Central Administration in
Bogota, capital of the Republic,. Due to the on-going
civil strife in our country, we cannot receive stamps at
the moment and there will be a shortage of them before
long.

Given the particular circumstancies about to be
encountered by our employees. we are writing to inform
you that we will make effective the fees and mark the
mail with the cancellating stamp in the margin in order
to spare the public paying the double fees imposed by
the Universal Postal Convention for unpaid postage.
You are, therefore, requested to consider these letters
as duly franked, it being agreed that those bearing an
additional "T"must be treated as insufficientlyfraniced
and those bearing only a "T" as unpaid.

Yours faithfully,

The Postal Agent at Colon : Juan Penner
The Postal Agent at Panama : Gregorio Obregon

This information was taken up again in the monthly
bulletin of the French Post of April 1885 (3) under the
following heading:

Department of Postal Correspondences — Second
ice — Foreign Correspondence.

By force of circumstances, the Colombian post
offices of Colon and Panama are prevented for the
moment from being supplied with postage stamps from
the Central Administration in Bogota.

In the above-mentioned Colombian post offices the
postage-paid mail is struck with a oval cancellation
with transverse bars). The correspondences from Colon
and Panama with no postage stamp nor "T" but
bearing the aforesaid cancellation postmark must
temporarily be considered as regularly franked.
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The unpaid letters will continue to be
struck with a "T"., with no
cancellation postmark. The
insufficiently franked letters will bear
a figure indicating the insufficient
postage, the "T" and the cancellation
postmark.

References:
M ina miter Jean- Pierre:Histoire
de Ia Colombie de Ia Conquètc
nos _fours." L'Harmattan, 1992.

• Moens. "Le Roy d'Etiolles" : Le
Timbre-Poste,

No. 321, September 1889, p. 67
(NB: The author notes that he
has corrected the spelling errors
in the original text).
• Bulletin Mensuel des Posies

No. 4 April 1885	 p160.

• Herne, J. B. And Brid, F. A.,
"Panama: The 1885 Stamplecs
Period" The Collectors Club
Philatelist
Sep.- Oct 1991, pp. 321 - 359.
Nov. - Dec 1991, pp. 461 - 474.
Jan. - Feb 1992, pp. 29 - 36.
Mar - Apr 1992, pp. 117 - 127.
May - Jun 1992, pp. 187 - 199.
Jul - Aug 1992, pp. 271 - 275

The two covers at the left from
Colon and Panama, both dated July
2. 1885. illustrate the cash payment
of postage. They are addressed to
France and were carried by the
steamship "La Fayette" (Line A -
postmaster No. 2 aboard) which
departed from Colon (Aspinwall) on
the following day. July 3 and arrived
al St_ Nazaire, July 25..

Three additional covers not
previously illustrated are shown on
the next page.
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Postmarked Panama. May 24, 1885.
Line D (from Colon to Bordeaux)
Steamship "Colorable'.
Departure: Colon on May 24, 1885.
Arrival: St. Nazaire on June 19. 1885.

The covers at the lett and bottom left
were both carried on the same ship
Postmarked Panama, June 3. 1885.
Line A (front Colon to St. Nazaire)
Steamship "Washington".
Departure: Colon on June 3.
Arrival: St. Nazaire on June 24.

Editor's Note: Neither reference 4 nor this
article mentions the fact that the actions of the
Panama and Colon postal agents were contrary to
Colombian postal regulations which required that
the covers he marked "No Hay Estampillas" and
the amount paid and signed by the postal officials
as was done in Barranquilla and Tumaco when
stamp shortages occurred during "The 1000
Days" and in other towns from time to time
during the 19 th century.
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COLOMBIA: THE POSTAL HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NARINO
by Jim Cross

The Department of Narifio is the located on the
border with Ecuador. The largest city and capital is
Pasto first settled in 1536 and permanently settled
beginning in 1539. Tuquerres is located at the
crossroads where the highway to Quito meets the
highway to the Pacific coast. It was possibly founded
by Miguel Mufioz in 1541 but this cannot be verified.
Tumaco, a Pacific port located on an island just off the
coast was founded by the Tumas tribe in 1790.
Barbacoas, located on the river Telembi in the
lowlands, was founded in 1600 and initially known as

Nuevo Toledo. 'plates is located at the border crossing
into Ecuador. lscuande is a small village at the mouth
of the river of the same name..lt was apparently more
important in colonial times that currently.The main
tourist attraction of Narifio is the Las Lajas monastery
which is pictured on stamps of the 1952 airmail
pictorial series. The Department was created from the
Department of Cauca in 1904 probably in part because
silver currency circulated there while gold currency was
used in the rest of Cauca.

MAP SHOWING WESTERN PART OF THE DEPARTMENT (FROM c1950 ESSO ROAD MAP)
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The Department has had a rich postal history in
part because it is located far from Bogota. On several
occasions there were stamp shortages which led to the
creation of interesting provisional covers. Various
authors have written about facets of this postal history,
some published in this journal, but this is the first article
which surveys all of the postal history up to World War
U. To my knowledge no one has exhibited this postal
history and indeed it would be difficult for one person to
prepare an exhibit, because key items are scattered in a
number of collections.

The Colonial Period
During the colonial period no formal political

subdivisions were established in New Granada.
Residents of the area looked to the Audiencia of Quito
for legal matters. The jurisdiction of this Audiencia
included present-day Ecuador and part of northern Peru
as well. Georg Maier included the colonial postal
history of Nariho in his handbook on the Audiencia (I)
and his collection includes many of the key pieces from
the era. When the Vice Roy established postal service in
New Granada in 1759 one of the routes established was
the route from Bogota to Quito. It followed much the
same route that the southern route followed in later
years. The earliest known cover from the area is from
Pasto. It is the earliest known cover from present-day
Colombia. The stylized monogram postmark illustrated
is one of the fanciest used in Colombia. Maier gives the
population of Pasta in 1800 as 7000-9000 and of
Barbacoas as ca.5000.

YSQ VA NDE4

-rF3
EARLIEST PASTO	 EARLIEST

MARKING	 ISCUANDE MARKING
Four types of town markings are known to have

been used in Pasto during the colonial period and two
others which were used later may be of colonial origin.
Two type  of markings arc known from Barbacoas and
Iscuande and one type each from Tumaco and
Tuquerres. All have been recorded with FRANCA
markings. Maier knew of no DEBE or DE OFICIO
markings from these towns during the colonial era.. All
Pasta markings are struck in black and all Barbacoas
and Tumaco markings in red. Only the Tuqucrres

marking is known in both black and red. The second
best colonial item known after the 1771 cover is an
1815 cover from Tumaco which in addition to being the
only recorded use from this town also includes the
slogan marking XXFDOVII. meaning Viva Fernando
VII.

Post-independence the Pre-stamp Era
It is known that Barbacoas, Pasto and Tuquerres

received the large ornate handstamps during the "Gran
Colombia" period from l 824-1830. The BARBACOAS
FRANCA and PASTO FRANCA handstamps have
been recorded used in 1830. After the break-up of the
Republic of Colombia these two handstamps are known
used with the top line erased. There is also a cover with
a modified PASTO DEBE.

During the period after 1840 covers with Class VI
oval handstamps PASTO FRANCA and IPIALES
FRANCA are known. Class Vla handstamps (double
ovals with the text between the ovals ) are known with
PASTO DE OFICIO, BARBACOAS FRANCA,
BARBACOAS DEBE, TUQUERRES FRANCA,
TUQUERRES DEBE and TUQUERRES DE OFICIO.
No covers from this era from Tumaco have been
recorded, but the Class VI TUMACO FRANCA
marking has been reported on later stamps so the
handstamp is known to have existed. Only the covers
with PASTO FRANCA are known with handstamped
numbers showing the rates or weight in grams and a set
of numbered handstamps was probably not distributed
to the other offices.

The Stamp Period to 1881.
This is a barren period in Nariiio postal history. The

only cover recorded from any of the towns in the area
during this period is a cover from Barbacoas with a ms.
cancel. The Class VI and Vla markings, including
PASTO DE OFICIO and TUQUERRES DE OFICIO,
have been recorded on loose stamps and an 1PIALES
FRANCA has also been seen. All towns used of
manuscript cancels, several of which are illustrated.

MS CANCELS

,13
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Use of ms. cancels continued for almost a decade after
Colombia joined the U.P.U. Only the town of Tumaco
is known to have used a Class VII mute handstamp, an
oval with the town name. Ipiales used a mute oval
handstamp with "Republica de Colombia" at the top.
Oficina de Correos at the bottom and the town name in
the center, but this has not been seen on cover until

1889. No strikes of a Class VIII datestamp have been
recorded on loose stamps from any of these towns
during the period when the postal service was
administered by the Ministerio de Hacienda. Additional
items for a postal history exhibit of this period would be
limited to cubiertas used from towns of the area, two of
which are illustrated below.

1881-1899
A limited number of covers have been recorded

from this period. Covers with Class IX oval datestamps
have been seen from 1piales, Pasto (two types) and
Tumaco. Covers with Class X duplex datestamps have
been seen from from this period from Barbacoas, Pasto
(two types), Tumaeo and Tuquerres. Tumaeo was

designated as an Agencia Postal Nacional authorized to
receive and dispatch mail to overseas destinations.
Transit markings indicate that mail from the towns in
Naritio addressed overseas was dispatched via Tumaco
and Panama. Some mail destined for Cartagena and
Barranquilla was also routed this way.
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"The 1000 Days"
When the war broke out Tumaco was briefly

occupied by rebels who were driven out by government
troops after about two weeks. At this time the prefect
was Zenon [.emus, a former telegraph operator who had
created the Almaguer Cinderella issue when he was
assigned there in 1890. Ile was a stamp collector and
from his correspondence it is known that he was active
in selling and trading stamps to collectors and dealers
overseas.

Apparently a shortage of stamps developed in
Tumaco by 1901_ It is not known if overland mail

service within Naririo had been suspended. but it would
seem that stamps could still have been supplied to
Tumaco by sea from Buenaventura. However, the local
postmaster designed "No Hay Estampillas" labels and
a provisional registration stamp, possibly with the
encouragement of the prefect. From 25-50 covers with
these stamps exist. Alan Anyon described this issue in
his article in the September 2000 COPACARTA (2). In
a few cases the "no hay estampillas" labels were not
recognized by foreign postal administrations and
postage due was charged. to the addressee. An example
is illustrated below.

.	 •

F, BENITEZ C. 

Seriores

A

CO LLECT

90 1rn t!

POSTAGE 10 C ENTS

zace c 4 eo.
A

P. O. BOX 21366.•

New-York.

The Tumaco postmaster apparently was selling
these labels to foreign dealers and possibly retaining the
cash for himself. He was dismissed from his office and
his successor was directed to mark the covers by hand
as required by the regulations. Covers with this type of
marking are scarcer than those with labels. At the end

of 1901 the rebels occupied Tumaco No covers are
known from any towns in Narino until after the war
ended.. The rebels in Tumaco apparently prepared a
type-set issue of two stamps which are listed in the
Yvert catalog. It is not known if any of these are found
cancelled and whether any exist on cover.
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The Postwar Period 1903-1904
The stamps of the Cauca regional issue of 1902

were sent to the post offices in Nadi'la All three covers
with stamps of this issue in my collection were mailed
there, one in Ipiales and two in Past°.

Meanwhile the national government had issued a
decree directing that the stamps of the special issue for
Panama be used in Narino as of 15 April 1903. John
Myer described this decree in an American Philatelist
article (3). Apparently the stamps sent from Panama did
not arrive by the date specified in the decree. My article
in the December 1996 COPACARTA (4) listed the
covers of the issue from 1903 and 1904 that have been
recorded. An additional cover was illustrated on the
front page of the next issue. The 2 Jul 1903 cover
pictured in the article is the earliest known use and may
be a first day cover sent from Barbacoas to Xenon
Lemus in Buenaventura.

At some time during this period the postmaster in
Barbacoas prepared "No Hay Estampillas" labels. I
have almost complete sets of 12 different values printed
on five different paper colors. A few of these are
apparently known on covers. although I have never seen
one. The covers were the basis for the former listings in
the Scott catalog. A cover was listed on a price list by
Brian Moorhouse some years ago.

1904-1929.
When the supply of the Panama stamps was used

up. Narino received a stock of the 1904 gold currency
issue. The cover below shows a clear strike of the
rectangular Barbacoas datestamp. dated 27 June 1904. 
It is not known if the stamps were sold for their face
value in silver currency or for a premium. The 1903
Colombian gold peso was equal to the U.S. dollar while
2.38 Colombian silver pesos were equal to a dollar
according to the conversion which was done in Panama
(5). It is known from the Colombian postal regularions
for 1906 that silver currency circulated in Narino and
postal employees were paid in that currency.

Commercial covers from towns in Narino can he
found from this period., although they are not too
common. My collection includes a 1907 cover from La
Union and a 1915 cover from La Cruz, the earliest
recorded from these two small villages. A 1913 cover
from Ipiales to England has a Guayaquil backstamp
showing such mail was sometimes routed through
Ecuador. Covers with stamps of the commemorative
series issued during these years are scarcer. Covers
from this period show a variety of handstamps. some of
which are shown below. Many have transit markings
from Tumaco. on the reverse. 

Agencii Fostaf Nacronal, 

TRANSIT()

OCT 23 1913   

TUMACO 
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1929-1940
When the FAM-9 airmail flights to Lima began on

22 May 1929, Tumaco was one of the stops along the
route. The AAMC indicates covers were carrried from
Miami to Tumaco and from Cristobal to Tumaco.
Covers originating in Tumaco were carried to Mollendo
and other points to the south which might include
Esmeraldas, Guayaquil and Lima. On the return flight
26-28 May 1929 covers were dispatched from Tumaco
to Cristobal. These covers bear no special cachet and
can only be identified from the postmark dates. It is not
known how long FAM-9 flights stopped in Tumaco
before this intermediate stop was dropped from the

route. 1 have not recorded an airmail cover from
Tumaco from other than the first flights.

I don't have the exact date when SCADTA service
was extended to Pasto. I have an Aug 1932 registered
cover in my collection. The Pasto SCADTA postmark
in the Bogota Filatelico article is dated 9 Oct 1931. The
registry marking on my cover was not listed in the
article. indicating it may be fairly scarce.

There are probably more examples of regular mail
than airmail available. It would be an interesting
challenge to assemble examples of the various
commemorative issues of this period on covers from the
towns of Nariho.

Sui z a. 

PAR AV1ON

CORREO AEREO
MANCOMLIN

Switzerland. 
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MONTGOMERY WARD, THE PANAMA CONNECTION
by Jim Cross

Montgomery Ward is going out of business because
its stores have not been able to compete successfully in
the overcrowded retail markets in the United States.
However, historically a large portion of its business was
mail order sales. Its catalogs were distributed around
the world and a special branch of the company was
established to handle its export sales. Many of the
covers received from its orders found their way into the
philatelic marketplace. They are quite numerous from
Panama. This is one of the largest pre-war Panama
correspondences available. The evidence of the covers
shows that Ward had catalog sales to many of the small
towns. I have selected some of the scarcer examples
submitted as part of the Panama Marking handbook
project. Photocopies of the covers, reduced 50%, are
shown on the following pages. These covers were
submitted by Carlos Valenzuela, Federico Brid, Dr.
Ernesto Arosemena, Juan Kiener, the late Dr. James B.
Helme, David Leeds and the author.

A description of the covers follows;

I. Bocas Del Toro. 13 Jun 1913. The earliest cover
seen. Registered + A/R.

2. Bocas Del Toro. 10 Feb 1915. Registered + A/R.
The preprinted Montgomery Ward envelope
indicates there was a Latin American Department
within the Export Division.

3. Boras Del Toro. 24 Jun 1938. Registered + A/R on
10c registered stamped envelope.

4. Boquete. 25 Jun 1915. Registered. A pre-printed
Foreign Division Montgomery Ward envelope.

5. Changuinola F4.20 Feb 193 I . Registered on a 10c
registered stamped envelope. The only cover known
from this office prior to 1950.

6. Chitre. 28 Oct 1924. Registered.

7. Chorrera. 5 Nov 1914. Registered. The earliest
registered cover recorded from this town. The cover
is on colored paper and will not reproduce well,

8. Colon. 1 Mar 1920. Ordinary sea mail.
l-fandstamps show order was received on 16 Mar
and filled on 17 Mar.

9. Concepcion. 26 Dec 1925. Registered on the legal
size version of the 5c registered stamped envelope.

10. David. 19 Feb 1926. Ordinary sea mail. Pre-
printed Export Division Montgomery Ward
envelope has place for the name of the person
submitting the order.

II. David. 10 Dec 1931. Registered air mail. A scarce
example of this class of mail from David in the
1930's. The only airmail order to Montgomery
Ward recorded thus far.

12. Divala. 5 Oct 1923. Registered.. The only example
of this registration marking thus far recorded.. The
1927 cover from the same individual shown on the
front cover of the March 2000 COPACARTA had
a hand-drawn marking.

13. Las Tablas. 17 Sep 1929. Registered on the 10c
registered stamped envelope. An early example of
the use of this envelope.

14. Panama-Chorillo. 17 Mar 1928. Registered.

15. San Carlos. 12 Dec 1923. Registered on 2c
stamped envelope. Registered postage on reverse.

16. Santiago. 1 Jun 1925. Registered A/R. Reverse of
cover shown showing mailing instructions in
English and Spanish.

17. Santiago. 10 Jun 1926. Registered A/R. 1/2 c and 2c
arms stamps paid the A/R fee. Large rectangular
registration marking with number added.

18. Santiago. 24 Sep 1939. Registered on large-sized
registration stamped envelope. This is the latest
Montgomery War correspondence cover that has as
yet been recorded.

19. Sona. 1 Nov 1919. Ordinary sea mail. This is a
fragment with the rest of the address missing.
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CORRECTION

On page 12 of the September issue, I published a
letter from member Manuel Espejo updating the listing
of American Bank Note Company F-numbers that were
used for Colombian stamps. Unfortunately. the office
gremlin got into my keyboard when I was copying the
letter and no less than three typographical errors were
made in the numbers.

The corrections are:
Scott No. 384 (Temprano 381) – number should he F-
5012. The entry for Scott No. 233-4 (Temprano 753-
744) should read Scott No. C233-4 (Temprano 753-
755).

The editor apologizes for these mistakes.

CLASSIFIED

Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumeslthru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00; complete set volumes I - X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes XI thru XVII; per volume
U.S. $8.00. Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set Volumes XI - XVII U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00.
Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for
postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. "Selected Notes on Colombian Airmails, 1920
Onwards" by Peter Quail, $32.50 (includes postage in U.S. by library rate, postage extra on overseas orders). Send
orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHI I. I ihrary c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame
CA 94010.	 I ndef
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EXFILBO 2001 is now history. U.S. members

Larry Crain. Ray Ireson and your editor entered

exhibits along with commissioner James Johnson. This
is the first time I am aware of that collectors from the

United States have shown their exhibits in Colombia. A
report on the show is found elsewhere in this issue.

We have received another issue of Bogota

Filatelico which has another interesting article on

Colombian airmails. I also have received a copy of a

new CD which has a catalog of Colombian postage

stamps and a copy of Dieter Bortfeldf s handbook of
Colombian postage stamps. The two latter items are

reviewed in this issue.

The Club Filatelico de Bogota has donated 15

copies of the recent issue of Bogota Filatelico which

contained articles on early Colombian airmail markings

to COPAPHIL. They are being offered to our members

in the U.S. and Canada for $7 postpaid and other

overseas locations for $10 postpaid. The first ten orders

received will also receive a copy of the latest issue with

the additional Colombian airmail article. The profits
from this sale will go to our publications fund.

It is that time of year again. Members who have not

paid in advance will find a dues notice form in the
envelope with this issue. Those who have paid in

advance will find a form confirming that their dues

have already been received. Both forms have a space

for ordering the issue of Bogota Filatelico described

above. Other enclosures are a new membership roster

and the prices realized for Mail Bid Sale 22.

TIME TO PAY YOUR DUES
FOR 2001-2002. DO IT NOW!
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE
by Jim Cross

In this issue Eric Harris and I again collaborate to
introduce a new postal history topic for Colombia and
Panama. In the December 2000 issue 1 published
photographs of four covers from Medellin with Buzon
and Taquilla markings from the collection of one of our
members and asked for more information about them. I

recall having seen an occasional cover in dealer's boxes
over the past two decades, but assumed they were fairly
scarce. The article also stirred old memories for Eric
Harris. A few years ago he purchased an accumulation of
covers from an English collector and had put them away
for future study. He looked over his covers and the result
is his article in this issue. As tie states in his article, there
is a lot more to be learned about these markings. The
discontinuous series of serial numbers indicate that there
may still be covers with many additional examples of
these markings. It is still possible to make a new find in
this field of Colombian postal history.

No Taquilla markings arc known from Panama, but
quite a few different Buzon markings are known from
several different towns. Neither Eric nor I have seen any
decrees or other official instructions concerning the
markings. Our articles are intended primarily to report
what has been found on covers. STOP PRESS: After the
text of this article was found a 1934 cover from Colon

with a new BUZON marking appeared on E-Bay. I do not
yet have a drawing of this marking.

I spent a day with David Leeds in Los Angeles in
May. The main purpose of the visit was to look for

additional data for the Panama postal markings
handbook.. It also gave me a chance to see David's
accumulation of Panama covers which rivals that of the

late Dr. Helme. Covers with 60 new markings and over
140 covers which extended the range of dates of use of

markings already recorded were photocopied for the
COPAPH1L scrapbooks. We now have 1060 markings.

An unexpected find was the second recorded "cartero"
marking. The marking is on the reverse of a cover and is
rather faint, so I cannot include a photocopy in this
newsletter. It is a different type of cancel from the first
one recorded and is Cartcro No. 9, Carteros 9 and 10

have now been found. Who will find I thru 8?

A draft of the second part of the town markings
from the interior towns in Panama is being distributed
with this issue to contributors to the Panama handbook
project. If any other member has an accumulation of

Panama covers from interior towns, I will be happy to

send them a copy of the draft in return for photocopies
of covers with additional markings in their possession.

The latest U.S. postal rate change not only

increased overseas airmail rates by 33%, but also
abolished the airmail printed matter rates which had
subsidized the cost of distributing this publication.
However, the new rates are by the ounce instead of the
half ounce and the increments for additional weights
over I oz. were reduced and this partly offsets the loss

of the printed matter rate.
Our Back of the Book specialist Alan Anyon has

taken another look at the pre-1940 Colombian private
express carriers. I published a paper he wrote on the

subject some years ago that was submitted by Kenneth
Rowe. Alan's latest effort is quite a bit more
comprehensive. It will probably be offered in three
installments. The first installment in this issue covers
the legal framework for the express carrier service and
includes a list of 47 known carriers (not all of whom

issued stamps). The article includes the Spanish text of
two of the main decrees affecting the express carriers..

On 10 June 1926 Panama issued a set of stamps
commemorating the first conference of the nations of
the western hemisphere called by Simon Boliver to meet
in Panama. in 1826. It is appropriate that we take a
look at those stamps in this issue which marks the 7S'
anniversary of the stamps and the 175th anniversary of
the conference. In 1826 most of the present-day
countries in Latin America had just achieved their

independence. The meeting was one of the first
international conferences of free nations.

1 am working on an article on Panama registered
mail which will be published in the Collector's Club
Philatelist and would like to hear from anyone who has
a cover with the SCADTA consular registration stamp

from Panama.
JIM CROSS
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SALES MANAGER'S REPORT

At last Mail Bid Sale 22 has been closed. A
replacement check was received for the lost payment
from Germany. The member in Colombia defaulted on
his payment. Brian Moorhouse reports that this same
individual defaulted on auction payments to two
European dealers and has been placed on the list of
undesirable customers. 'fhe COPAPHIL board will
consider what disciplinary action to take. in the
meantime, he will not receive mail bid sales catalogs
and will not he allowed to bid in COPAPHIL sales.

Eight of the unsold lots have been purchased by
members who had submitted the second highest hid.
Consignors were paid for the initial sales and

supplemental checks have been mailed to consignors
whose lots were sold to the second highest bidder.

The next Mail Bid Sale will be Colombia only.
Lots should be submitted to arrive between 15 and 31
August. The catalog will be mailed with the September
COPACARTA and the sale will close on 31 October.

The final prices realized from Mail Bid Sale 22 are
being mailed with this issue. 74 of 173 lots were sold
for a total of $2984.00 earning a commission of
$298.40.

Participants in our mail hid sale should be aware
that the fee for registered mail has been increased from
$5.25 to $7.50.

THE MARKET REPORT

Dr. Colin Ross sent me the results of the Harmer's
sale of 30 April 2001. 54 of the Colombia airmail lots
which were unsold in their previous sales were offered
again with somewhat lower estimates. Only 15 of these
lots sold. Two sold for more than the estimates, four
for the estimates and nine for less than the estimates by
as much as 20%. These results confirm the relatively
weak market for classic Colombia airmails which I
have previously reported in this column, at least for
sales in England. Prices realized are converted at $1.40
to the British pound. The 15% buyer's premium has
been added to the published prices realized. European
buyers also had to pay 5% V.A.T.

The most expensive item sold was Lot 109 which
was described as 18 different used examples of the
various SCADTA surcharges including some double
and inverted surcharges. This lot was estimated at
$6480 and sold for that price.

Lot 74. an unused copy of the C.C.N.A. Mother
and Child design estimated at $2325 sold for $2170.
(Scott catalog value $2500).

Lot 92. a cover of the C.C.N.A Lighthouse design,
carried on the second flight from Barranquilla to
Cartagena. described as having slight staining and
creasing, sold for $1932 against an estimate of $2415.

Lot 99, a cover of the Ocean Liner design flown on
the first flight also sold for $1932 against an estimate
of $24 15.

Lot 100, a cover similar to lot 99 with 20 Feb 1920
cancel also sold for $1932 against an estimate of
$2012.50.

Previous columns have commented on E-Bay. Now
lets look at a dealer's websites. I don't usually
comment on a specific dealer, but the site of Canadian
dealer Deborah Lingen, www.lingens.com ., in my
opinion is the best designed dealer website that 1 have
seen. Lingens deals in collection lots and covers. The
site uses split vertical frames with a horizontal frame at
the bottom for site navigation.

Users can access one of three files, stamps. the
cover box or the discount box. A search request
appears in the lefthand frame. The search engine
searches all the text in the selected file and the results
appear in the left frame with a brief description of each
item meeting the selection criteria. Each description is
/inked to a scan of the lot. Using the link causes the
scan to appear in the right frame. The print command
allows the user to select the frame to print, thus just the
scanned items can be printed.

The site has a number of interesting Colombia and
Panama cover listings. Look in both the cover box and
the discount box. The search is quite powerful. For
example: a search for "London" listed two covers
which went from origin to destination via London, a
boon for a collector of London transit markings. A
country search lists both incoming and outgoing covers.

The site uses a "shopping cart' technique. Users can
add desired items to their carts. When finished
browsing users can review the items in their carts,
delete those they do not want, pay for the rest and
submit their orders.

Try the site, you'll like it!
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PANAMA: BUZO
by Jim C

It is presumed that these markings were applied by
post offices to mail which was collected from post
boxes located away from the post office. The mail from
these boxes may have been collected infrequently;
perhaps only once a day. It is assumed that the
markings were applied to letters to explain any possible
delay in dispatching them to their destination. Street
corner post boxes are common in the United States and
Europe. When I worked for the U.S. post office in La
Crosse WI in the fall of 1945, one of my tasks on the
weekends was to drive around the city on weekend
evenings and pick up the mail that was mailed in the
local boxes. There were more than fifty boxes in all,
but some in outlying areas were not collected in the
evening.

They were apparently not nearly as common in
Panama and were found only in the bigger towns. Thus
far they have been recorded from Colon, Panama.
Chitre and Los Santos as well as the Calidonia
substation of the Panama post office. The earliest cover
with a Buzon marking we have record of is one mailed
from Panama on 8 Dec 1892. Two different markings
were used there prior to Independence. Fourteen
additional markings have been recorded with the latest
recorded use on 2 Aug 1930 from Chitre. Eight of the
markings have been recorded on two or more covers
while the other eight have thus far been recorded on just
one cover.

Most of the uses are self-explanatory. The most
perplexing is the latest marking reported. It is on a
1915 registered cover with Acknowledgement of
Receipt requested. The stamps on the cover are
cancelled by a large circular device containing the
Panama coat of arms. On top of this cancel is a straight
line marking PANAMA SECCION 7A. which was the
designation of the Calidonia substation at that time.
Since registered mail was normally handed over at the
post office where it was receipted for and marked with
the registration number, the reason for this marking is
difficult to determine.

The known markings with the earliest and latest
reported dates of use are shown below. Anyone having
additional markings or earlier or later uses is urged to
report them to roe for inclusion in the handbook.

BUZON CHITRE
3 Aug 1930     

muzor4 )
COL6N. /)            

6 Sep 1904
29 May 1905

15 Aug 1914
5 Jun 1915

5 May 1920

15 Feb 1925

27 Aug 1926

26 Sep 1893
1 Dec 1902

PANAMA
8 Dec I892

7 Oct 1909

3 Jul 1910
26 Jun 1915

21 Mar 1915
16 Apr 1920

17 Apr 1918
1 Oct 1918

20 Dec 1924

17 Dec 1929
31 May 1933

CALIDONIA
9 Aug 1915

CALIDONIA
30 Apr 1916            

BUZON1

COLON, R. F.       

LUZON---coL.oN

BU Z 

/ Colon, f2.	 pi\

Buzon de Los Santos   

L
B UZ ON
PANAMA         

BUZON       

BUZON—PANAMA    

I 81120N- PAN A ma   

tJZON- PANAMA

BUZON - PANAMA
BUZON—FA AMA 

BUZON – PANAMA 

BUZON SECCION 7A   

BUZON        
SECCION ?a.    
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BUZON
GRAN HOTEL

PEREIRA

OFICINA AVIANCA
HOTEL GRANADA..

Hotel Granada
Bogota Feb 1947 - Sep 1949

Gran Hotel
Pereira Sep 1951
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COLOMBIA: BUZON, TAQUILLA & EXPENDIO MARKINGS
by Eric Harris

While there has been much philatelic research of the
early days of Colombian airmails, little appears to have	 Examples of the agencies are:
been done concerning the period from 1935 to 1950
when the very rapid expansion of internal and external
airmail services took place. It would that these
markings are a function of the increasing number of
SCADTA (later AVIANCA) offices and agencies that
were being opened.. Without documentary evidence the
suggestions put forward are based purely on the
evidence of some 200 covers with these markings,
generally from the period March 1939 to 1964.

BUZON - "Letter box or drop."
Buzon markings are rare before their use on airmail

covers, but this example, from 1925. on Bogota city
mail, would suggest that there are more to be
discovered.

CORREO UROANO

BOGOTA

7 ENE1925

P1120N No 	

Their later, more common, use on airmail covers
would appear to emanate from SCADTA (later
AVIANCA) authorized agencies at which letters could
be left for collection by the airline company or to have
been applied when received at the airline office to
indicate that they were not received directly. The
markings may have been applied only to the top letter
in each batch as the majority of covers from the period
are unmarked. Practically all the covers seen with these
markings are destined for places outside Colombia.
Were they used to the same extent on internal airmail?

BUZON
"Large" BUZON

Barranquilla 16 May 1939

A postcard with "BUZON HOTEL DEL
CARIBE/CARTAGENA is postmarked Oct 1949.
Two three-lined unboxed markings reading CORREO
AEREO/AVIANCAP'BUZON have been recorded
from Medellin in 1950 and 1951. The earlier is on an
envelope of the Hotel Natibara on the reverse of which
is a handstamp "OFICINA AVIANCA/HOTEL
NATIBARA/MEDELLIN.

Examples of the straight line BUZON arc more
numerous. Different sizes recorded are as follows (the
number in parentheses is the number of examples seen):

Barranquilla
Large rubber handstamp 40x1Otrun.becoming

45x11rnrn. with wear. Mar 1939 - Jan 1941 (8)
Medium 30x8mm.. May 1940 - Aug 1943 (8)
Small 25 x Strum Nov 1941 - Jun 1946 (17)

Bogota
38x8mm. Nov 1943 - Dec 1943 (2)

Cartagena
35x9 mm. Jul 1944 (1)

Manizales
25x9mm. Sep 1948 (1)

Medellin
30x8mm. Apr 1945 (1)
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TAQUILLA "Ticket Office"
The AV1ANCA applied BUZON markings would

appear to have been superseded by the TAQUILIA
markings, the first recorded being in Nov 1941 at
Barranquilla. These may show the office or counter at
which the letter was handed in. In some of the cities,
these are numbered and generally are found on covers
with MANCOM UN & TRANSOCEANICO markings.
This particularly applies to Barranquilla. details
follow:-

BARRANQUILLA

ITAQVILLA No. 2)

Type T I
Boxed 42x8mm.

4 TAQUILLA No, 3

Type T2
Symbols at left

IAQUILLA No. 6

Type T3
38x3 mm.

CORREO AEREO
AVIA NCA

TAQUILLA No. 2

Type T4

Type T5

TYPE SERIAL # DATES	 EXAMPLES
T 1	 1	 Apr 1942 - Feb 1945	 10

2	 Mar 1942 - Aug 1943	 8

Tl a
	

2	 Dec 1944 - May 1945	 2
T2
	

3	 Nov 1941 - Jul 1948	 14
4	 Dec 1942 - Sep 1944	 12
5	 Jan 1944 - Aug 1944	 2
6	 Feb 1948 - Mar 1948	 2

Type T la is similar to Type T1 with rounded corners.

T2 1 Jun 1953 1
2 Nov 1945 - Mar 1948 6

T2a 2 Nov 1949 1
T2b 2 Aug 1960 - Dec 1961 2
T2 3 Jan 1950 - Mar 1953 2

4 Oct 1947 - Dec 1953 2
5 Jan 1946 - Feb 1948 2
6 ??? 1959 1
7 Feb 1950 1

Type T2a is similar to Type T2 with new ornament
Type T2b is similar to Type T2 with lower case letters

T3 3 May 1957
T3a 3 Jul 1964
T3 5 Mar 1956 - Sep 1956 2

6 Nov 1956
9 Oct 1956 1

Type T3a is similar to Type T2 with lower case letters
and a larger numeral

T4	 I	 Mar 1951
	

1

2	 Oct 1950
3	 Jun 1951 - Sep 1951

	
2

T5	 5	 Jun 1950

BOGOTA

TAQ UILLA No.3
Type T6

CORREO AEREO
AVIANCA

TAQ VILLA N o . 3

Type T7
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Type T9

1
 BOGOTA 3 I

1.00lm

NOTE: The word after '1AQUILLA is unclear

JUNE 2001

T8

T9

10
12

3

COPACARTA

Aug 1952
Dec ????

Apr 1955

CoRPEO AFREO
AVIA NCA

Taaviita	 No. 1
T10 3 Jun 1960

4 Jun 1963

Type T8 T11 6 ???1961

CORREO AEREO BUCARAMANGA

AVIANCA TYPE
T6a

SERIAL #	 DATES
2	 Oct 1953

EXAMPLES
1

TAQUILLA No. 3 3 Dec 1952 1

Type T10

Type T6a is similar to Type T6 but measures 50x4 MM.

and has "CORREO AEREO" 33x3mm. above

T7a	 2	 Aug 1951 - Jan 1952	 2

Type T7a	 is similar to Type T7 but measures
48x24min

CARTAGENA
TYPE SERIAL # DATES

	
EXAMPLES

T1	 May 1942

CUCUTA

	

Type TI 1 is a 20mm. circle with
	

TYPE SERIAL #	 DATES
	

EXAMPLES

	

"TAQUILLA/NUMBER n" in the center. No
	

Tlb	 1	 Feb 1949
	

1
illustration available.

TYPE SERIAL # DATES	 EXAMPLES
Type Tlb is similar to Type T1 but measures 46x8mm.

MANIZALES
T5 I Dec 1950 TYPE SERIAL #	 DATES	 EXAMPLES

4 Jul 1950 T4a	 2	 Aug 1957	 1

T6 3 Nov 1948 Type T4a is similar to Type T4, without AVIANCA

T7 1 Jun 1950 T11	 1	 Dec 1959	 1
2 Sep 1950
3 May 1950 MEDELLIN
5 Dec 1949
7 Aug 1950

TAQUILLA
T8 I Sep 1951 - Jul 1952 4 No,	 6

3
4

Nov 1951 - May 1953
Oct 1956

2
MEDELLIN

5 Nov 1954
7 Oct 1953 Type T12
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TYPE SERIAL # DATES	 EXAMPLES
T1	 1	 May 1945 - Aug 1945	 2

2	 Mar 1942 - Aug 1945	 2
3	 Jul 1944 - Oct 1944	 2

PEREIRA
TYPE SERIAL tr DATES
T2c	 1	 May 1957

JUNE 2001

EXAMPLES
1

T3b	 2	 Oct 1948 - Jan 1949	 2

Type T3b is similar to Type T3 but measures 33x4mm.

T3c	 2	 Dec 1958	 I

Type T3c is similar to Type T3 but number is below
TAQUILLA which measures 40x10mm.

T5	 2	 Dec 1958
	

1

T6b	 1	 ??? 1950 - Jul 1956
	

3
2	 Sep 1949 - Dec 1949

	
2

3	 Nov 1948
	

1
5	 May 1957

Type T6b is similar to Type T6 but measures 60x5nun.
and has !caters with serifs.

N.B. The examples which were illustrated in
COPACARTA Dec 2000 pp. 30-31 have letters w/o
serifs which can be identified as Type Ric.

T7 1 May 1952 - Jan 1954 2
2 Feb 1951 - Jun 1953 6
3 Aug 1951 - Nov 1954 3
4 Sep 1950 - Sep 1952 2

T12 1 Sep 1957 - Dec 1959 2
2 Sep 1959
3 Jun 1959
4 Sep 1958
5 Jul 1957
6 Nov 1959

The two additional markings shown below may also
represent Taquilla markings.

The first has been recorded on a cover from Bogota
postmarked I I Jan 1952. The second has been recorded
on a cover from Cucuta postmarked 22 Apr 1961.

EXPENDIO
(This term is best translated as retail outlet)

BARRANQUILLA

Type El is similar to Type T7 with EXPENDIO in
place of TAQUILLA. Measurement is 48x24mrn.

CORRE OAEREO
AVIA NCA

EXPENDIO Ne.29

Type E2

EXPEND10
N o. 26 

Type E3

No.

.2

PASTO
TYPE SERIAL if DATES

	
EXAMPLES

T7b	 1	 Mar 1951
	

1	
CORREO AEREO

Type T7b is similar to Type T7 but measures
	 EXPENDIO N0.12

55x15mm.

Type FA
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Type E5a is similar to Type E5 but has Roman
lettering and measurers 45x4mm.

18
26
48

EXAMPLES

1

1

MEDELLIN

EXPENDIO No. 3

E4	 12	 May 1959

BOGOTA

TYPE SERIAL	 DATES
E3	 16	 Nov 1954

Nov 1954
Sep 1952
Dec 1953

Type E5

E6	 905	 ??? 1990
951	 Nov 1992

These two markings were used much later than the
others described in this article. It is apparent from the
gaps in the serial numbers recorded that this listing is
just the tip of the iceberg and that there may be many
more types. serial numbers and date ranges to be
recorded.

Thanks arc due to Ian McQueen and Richard
Farman for their assistance with this article.
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CaPPEO A EREO
ALM. FUTURAMA
EA.FENDLO No 905

MEPELUN

'I ype E6

TYPE SERIAL 4 DATES	 EXAMPLES
E5	 3	 Jun 1969

Type E3a is similar to type E3 but measures 44x2Omm.
E5a	 36	 Jun 1969

	
1

TYPE SERIAL # DATES	 EXAMPLES
El 1 Jul 1951 - Mar 1954 2

13 Oct 1951 1

E2 29 Oct 1952 1

E3a 4 Jun 1955 I

COLOMBIA: DATA FILATELICA
A review by Jim Cross

This is the title of a CD by Javier Gutierrez Mejia
which is available from the author. The CD contains 24
files prepared with Microsoft WORD. The contents
are:
• A one page Introduction
• A section named Development which gives a

listing of selected events in the history of the
Colombian postal service.

• A bibliography which lists 6 catalogs. 28 books
and publications and 183 specific articles.

• A section named Category which names five levels
of condition and gives the authors views on the
relative value of each.

• A section named Description which gives the
details of each Colombian stamp issue. This is
organized as nineteen separate files.

All of the contents are in Spanish. The CD

obviously represents a tremendous amount of effort by
the author. In the description he records each stamp in
a table which gives its identification and value in all of
the major catalogs including the value in eight different
issues of the Temprano catalogs between 1966 and
2000. This is followed by an analysis of the trend in
catalog prices for the stamp, a comparison of the
catalog values, calculation of a median value and
comparison of the latest Temprano catalog value to that
median value.

The CD has many obvious shortcomings. The
chief one is that it includes no illustrations at all. thus
it can only be used with one of the catalogs as a
reference. The author makes many arbitrary choices.
The history lists a number of insignificant decrees, but
several major ones, such as the one ending the
Departmental Postal Services are omitted. The listing
of articles in the bibliography is arbitrary, the only
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EXFILBO 2001
by Jim Cross

The 21' Colombian National Stamp Exhibition was
held in Bogota from 25 April thru 7 May of this year.

Following the practice of international shows three

Bulletins were issued. The first was the announcement

of the show with rules for exhibitors. The second was

the show program and the third was the Palmares, or

announcement of awards.
Our member Felipe Toro P. was the Director

General of the show. Members Hugo Goeggel, Carlos
Valenzuela, Mario Ortiz and James Johnson served on
the Executive Committee. Felipe Toro. Hugo Goeggel,
Carlos Valenzuela and Brigitte Kaplan also served on

the jury.

Programs offered during the show included a lecture
on the history of Colombian papel sellado by Manuel

Arango. a round -table discussion of the first issues of

Colombia in which the panel consisted of Juan Santa
Maria and our members, Hugo Goeggel. Brigitte

Kaplan and Dieter Bortfeldt. with Javier Gutierrez as

moderator. An auction was held at the Club Filatelico

de Bogota on Saturday 5 June.
The frames hold three rows of six pages. so it was

necessary for U.S. exhibitors to rearrange their exhibits

to accommodate two extra pages per frame. There

were 161 frames of competitive exhibits and 14 frames

of non-competitive exhibits.
Competitive exhibits by COPAPHIL members

included:
James Johnson - I9" Century Postal Routes

- Large Gold and Grand Award
James Johnson, SCADTA - Development of Airmail

1923 - 1929 - Vermeil

Jean Marco Caruso - Tolima: Estado Soberano y

Departamento - Gold and Club Filatelico Prize

Rodrigo Uribe - Antioquia: Study of the Arms Issues

- Large Vermeil

Jim Cross - Colombia: Postal History 1886 - 1899
- Gold & Dcprisa Award

Larry Crain - Colombia: Postal History 1911 - 1938

- Vermeil
Manuel Arango - Tributos y Timbres Fiscales de

Colombia - Gold & ADPOSTAL Award

Dieter Bortfeldt - Brazil Postal Stationery

- Large Silver
Dieter Bortfeldt - Honduras 1926-1933 Surcharges

- Vermeil
Other Colombian Exhibits included:

Augusto Peinado - Santander Estado Soberano y Dpto,

- Gold
Bernd Sander - SCADTA 1920 - 1929 - Gold

Ray Ireson showed his one frame exhibit "In Search
of Eldorado." giving Colombian collectors their first

opportunity to view the historic material it contains..
The remainder of the second show bulletin was

devoted to a 22 page translation by Carlos Valenzuela

of the portions of the book, "International Air Mails as

Reflected in the U.S. Postal Guides and Supplements
1921- 1946 which relate to Colombian Air Mail. with

comments and illustrations supplied by the author.

Non-Competitive Exhibits included:

Felipe Toro: Colombia, Study of the First Issues,

1859-1868
Hugo Goeggel: Venezuela Pre-Stamp Covers
Hugo Goeggel: Colombia Pre-Stamp Covers

1 have not had the opportunity to attend a show in

Colombia, but I have seen the bulletins of several of the

previous shows. It seems that the number of exhibitors

was somewhat less than that at previous shows.
perhaps mirroring what is happening at U.S. shows

where it is increasingly difficult to obtain exhibitors.
My wife's health made it impossible to attend the

show, but I am sure I would have enjoyed seeing the
exhibits. The Santander exhibit sounds especially

interesting to me, because of my find of the Santander

cover horde some years ago. One reason that I showed

my 1886 - 1899 Postal History at EXFILBO was to

give Colombian collectors the opportunity to see what
is available from this period which has generally been

neglected there.
It would be interesting if our members in Colombia

can convince a few of the Colombian exhibitors who

are not COPAPHIL members to show their exhibits in

Boxboro when we hold our next general meeting next
April, so that Americans can get an opportunity to see

their material in turn..
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COLOMBIA PHILATELIC HANDBOOK AND CATALOGUE 1859 - 1903
A Review by Jim Cross

I have received a copy of this publication from its
editor, Dieter Bortfeldt. It is loose leaf in a notebook,
with pages printed on one side. The title page lists it as
the first edition. It contains an introduction which
includes acknowledgments. Chapter 1 ha 50 pages
which discuss general topics: printing, paper, color,
watermarks„ perforations, cancellations and reprints &
forgeries. Chapter 2 is planned to cover the stamps
from 1859 to 1903. At this time it includes 76 pages
devoted just to the first two issues of 1859 and 1860.
Chapter 3 is planned to cover the topic of Provisional
issues, which I presume includes the regional issues
prepared due to the "1000 Days" civil war. Chapter 4
is a catalog which at this time includes just pages for
the 1859 and 1860 issues. Other planned chapters listed
in the table of contents include one devoted to maps,
decrees and documents, one devoted to postal rates and
a bibliography and index. The text is printed in English
and Spanish generally in parallel columns. It is liberally
illustrated with color photos throughout, many of them
enlarged to show stamp details.

I would like to be able to give it a favorable review
because it is encouraging to see the increasing number
of articles and publications which are coming out of
Colombia. However, it must be noted that the authors
of these publications seem to be trying to go it alone.
Our librarian has noted very few requests for
information from our library from Colombia and
articles such as the recent publications on SCAD -1 A
markings and CCNA material could have been more
complete if other member collectors of that material
had been consulted. 1 would be happy to publish any
requests for information that members might have and
encourage members to respond to these requests.

Dieter's handbook is a very difficult publication to
review, primarily because it is difficult to understand
what the author is trying to do. He most definitely
seems to be trying to "do his own thing.." He does not
use the classification of postal markings that
COPAPHIL has developed and did not consult us about
known markings. As a result the first edition is
unnecessarily incomplete. The extensive section on
postal markings is missing about 25% of the markings
found on pre-1904 stamps which have been reported by

members of our Postal Markings Study circle. The
markings section includes a lengthy section on the
numerical handstamps used to apply rate and weight
markings to pre-stamp covers, although the evidence of
existing covers suggests it is highly questionable whether
any numbers besides 0 and 8 were used to cancel stamps
on cover.

The section of Chapter 1 devoted to Forgeries and
Reprints discusses chiefly the activities of Gustave
Michelson and doesn't mention the host of other forgers
who produced forgeries of the early Colombian stamps.

However, overall my main criticism is that Dieter
does not seem to have a clear plan for what the
handbook should contain and tends to include everything
that can be written about each stamp. Because only a
limited number of specialists are concerned with plating
studies and distinguishing the individual lithographic
stones used to produce a stamp issue and because
describing and illustrating the characteristics which
permit these identifications take up a lot of space in a
publication, COPAPHIL had not planned to include
them in a handbook, but only to include references to
published studies that exist. On the other hand all of the
pre-1881 issues are quite scarce on cover and it would
seem worthwhile to include a listing of the known covers
showing origin, addressee, franking and postal markings.
Chapter 2 has an extremely large amount of detail about
the first two issues. If subsequent issues are given the
same treatment. Chapter 2 could easily have more than
a thousand pages when it is completed through 1903.
The profuse use of color illustrations would make its
cost prohibitive.

In the catalog section, the author, like the Scott
catalog editor. attempts to oversimplify the complex
subject of condition, which should not be limited to
centering. Certainly his equating of supurb mint to mint
never-hinged is questionable. For early issues NH
usually indicates either regumming or an issue of which
so many remainders were sold to dealers that some
stamps have never been in collections. The subject of
condtion is very controversial and in my opinion
something that should be omitted from a handbook,
although comments on the general condition of the
stamps from a given issue should certainly be included.
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Alan Anyons's Back of the Book Column

COLOMBIA: THE EXPRESS CARRIER'S POSTAL SERVICE

In an article in COPACARTA in June 2000 an

overview was given of the postal services and stamps

of the Express Carrier's Companies active mainly in

the 1920's and 1930's to supplement the national postal

system. These notes were based on four sources. For

many years the information provided by Hurt and the

Williams brothers in their Priced Catalogue of Local
Postage Stamps (1943) was the standard reference. In

1973 the journal of the Bogota Philatelic Club. Bogota
Filarelico published the first part of an ambitions

article by flans Kamp entitled "The Private Posts of

Colombia". Including the local issues of Barranquilla

(1882), Medellin (1903-13) and Manizales (1909) it
listed a total of 24 services. This first part ended at the

issues of Medellin before moving on to the Express

Carriers, and thee is no record of further parts being
published. Leo Temprano in his "Catalogue of
Colombian Stamps 1974, Specialized Editions, listed
13 services which were again covered by his 1984

Specialized Edition. The previous article mentioned

above refers to a mysterious unpublished manuscript.
"Mea culpa!" These are notes I compiled over twenty

years ago and circulated among interested friends. Such

notes are often included in collections that are
subsequently sold, enabling the new owner to benefit

from the information.
Philatelic knowledge is always in the course of

evolution. Much more is known about the Express
Carriers and their services today. Some previously

published information is now known to be incorrect and

the time has come to summarize the current state of

knowledge of these services.

It is customary to provide acknowledgments for

assistance given at the end of an article. In this instance
I am breaking with tradition to state that without that

assistance I would not be writing. My grateful thanks
go to Dieter Bortfeldt, Rainer Fuchs, Ray I resort, Cohn

Ross, the late John Swa les and particularly to

Hans-Otto Jahnke. I will always associate the Express

Carrier's Companies with the outstanding collection of
their stamps„ coves and cancels assembled by Herr

Jahnke and the magical summer afternoon spent many
years ago under a large fruit tree in his garden in Italie,

Germany, consuming a huge slice of rich fruit cake

baked by his charming wife.

With the expansion of commercial activities within

Colombia during the 1920's the national posts were

unable to provide an acceptable mail delivery service.

This was recognized by the national government. On
February 2 1925 Decree No. 192 (see page 75) was

published. This provided for authorized private posts to
supplement the national posts, commencing April I,

1925. All postal matter carried was required to hear

regular national stamps according to the existing

tariffs. The private carriers were permitted to charge an

additional fee in line with the rates established in their

contracts with the government. Some of the carriers

issued private adhesive stamps representing their fees

whilst others did not. However, even where such
stamps existed they were not invariably used. Carriers
are know, e.g. La Flota Santa Fe, where the fee is
shown on the mail by a rubber stamp in a manner

similar to that authorized for use by national post

offices when stamps were unavailable (No hay
e.stampillas cachets).

Decree No. 192 did not permit the use of private
stamps until April 1, 1925. However, clear evidence

exists from dated covers that prior to that date some

express carriers were using their own stamps as early

as 1923.
The national postal system. as laid down in Law No.

27 of 27 April 1859, gave the government the exclusive

right to issue postage stamps. Having given

dispensation to do so it was not long before this

relaxation was withdrawn. On 16 September 1933

Decree No. 1574 (page 76) was issued prohibiting the

use of private stamps, effective I October 1933.
However, the private posts were allowed to continue

and postal matter so transported can be distinguished

by appropriate postmarks.

In September 1937 the German Postage Stamp and
Airmail Journal stated that the agreement between the
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Colombian government and the express companies

Expreso R ibOn and Expreso TobOn had expired on 15
Jun 1937. They were no longer allowed to carry letters

and. once again, the national post office had exclusive
forwarding rights. The Ministry of Posts and

Telegraphs announced that forwarding of letters by the
two companies ceased on 1 July 1937. It is possible

that a new contract was signed with RibOn, who had
some 90 agencies throughout the country, as Tempano

states that their contract was cancelled in 1948. The

agreements with the other companies that had been
allowed similar permission had already expired before

June 1937 and had not been renewed. Despite
Temprano's information there is clear evidence RibOn
continued to carry mail up to 1951. TobOn also seems

to have continued their service until 1940.
Although private stamps were prohibited by Decree

No. 1574 it is possible that a much later decree again

permitted their use. Correo Expreso Trans-Ocampo in

the period 1951-1955 employed a set of five stamps on
mail they carried.

The Express Companies known to have carried mail
are covered alphabetically, not chronologically. In some
instances no information is available about the dates

during which a carrier was operating or the routes
covered. Where dates of activity or of issuing a

particular stamp or set of stamps have been altered

from previously published information this has been

done on the basis of dated material seen.

The following is a list of the Colombian Express

Carriers:

1. Aerotaxi 1960's.

2. Autobuses de Boyaci 1923

3. Busexpreso de Alfredo Perilla 1932

4. Busexpreso Ltda. 1954

5. Cable Aerea de Cucuta al Rio Magdalena 192.9

6. Cables Aereos del Caldas
7. Campania Automoviliaria de Colombia 1925

8. Campania Colombians de Transportes 1895
9. Campania Colombo-Venezolana de Transportes

1929
10. Campania Interdepartmental de Autobuses "SPA"

1927

11. Compania de Transported Terrestres 1923

12.Compaftia Urbana de Transportes - Pachuribe 1927
27. Conducto RibOn (see Expreso Colombiano)

13. Correo Departmental de Caldas 1928
14. Correa de "El Universal" 1924

15. Correo Expreso Trans-Ocampo 1951

16. Correo Expreso de Yolombo

17. Correo Extrarapido.

18. Correo Rapido del Norte de Santander 1926

19. Correo Rapido del Santander 1927

20. "Correos Diarios" Manizales 1924

21. Correa Semanal del Dorado 1870

22. Empresa de Autobuses 1922

23. Emrpesa Transmar 1950
24.Empresa de Transported "Rapido Magdalena" 1928

25. Empresa de Transportes de Sur S.A. 1934

26. Expreso Caribc 1931

27. Expreso Colombiano (del Pacifico) (de G. RibOn e

Hijos) 1922

27. Expreso RitiOn (see Expreso Colombiano)

28. Expreso de Santander late 1930's

29. Expreso TobOn 1927

30. Expreso Trejos Ltda. 1959

31. Flota Santa Fe, la 1932

32. Flota Santander, la 1931

33. Plots SonsOn Dorada Ltda. 1960

34. Garage Hudson 1924

35. "La Vanguardia Liberal" Correo Rapido 1925

36. SACO (Servicio Aereo Colombiano) 1933

37. Servifon
38. Sociedad de Autobuses "Colombia" 1928

39. Sociedad Cooperativa de Autobuses "Saurer" 13 I

40. TACA (Lineas Aereos TACA de Colombia) 1945

41. TAXADER (Taxi Aereo de Santander S.A.) 1955
42. Transandina de Com isiones y Transpones

(J. London° y Cia.)
43. Transportador Colombia 1936

44. Transportes Economicas (de Ignacio Rojas & Cia.)

1933
45. Transportes SonsOn Ltda.

46. Transpones Unidos

47. Veloz Expreso, el
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DECRETO NUMERO 192 DE 1926
(Febrero 2)

sobre el servicio de corrcos partiailares

Et Presidente de la Remit.Hui de Colombia
en use de sus atribueciones legates, y

CONSIDERANDO
I. Que por el aniculo 17 de la Ley 70 de 1914 se dispuso

que "el servicio de cameos y telOgralus en Colombia
con-esponde exclusivamente al Gobicmu

Z. Our el articulo 117 de la Ley 82 de 1916. refurmaturia
del anterior. mdamente autorizO a los Derrartamentos y
Municipios para en= y SONLener a su costa servicio do corrcos
especiales.

3. Que nn tabsuinte este terminanic declaration del
leg' s I miff. mochas empresas particulares bun establicido per su
cuenta y riesgo y sin Intel-sent:len ninguna dcl Gobiemo.
servicio de uorroos urbanos u interurbanos quc se ocupan en la
recagida trunsporte y entrega de ma-repondenci as partied ares:
y

4. Que el osnreo. come institucien que esta intimtunente
ligada °an Ia salubridad pnblic° debe en cuant° sea posible
servirse Uniciuncnte per ci Estado, pars que hays unidad de
amnia y till control chew, tmandn quiera quc sea neeesario
(nit& cienos isonwgios 2, la propagaci On de estrous
enfermedades. facilmente transmisibles par conducto dcl
servicio postal.

DECRLTA
Artioult) 1'. A panir del 1 - dc ahril de 1926 ninguna

empresa, corporation o individuo con C&FiClet particular podra
desempefiar profesionalmcntc y medium: remuneracian,
servieioalguno de corresos urbanos o intcrurhanos, consistentes
en Is recogida. transpose y entrega de correspendencim quc
tenpin la di receit5n de desti nari cis expresamente determi mules,
sine con penniso del Gebierno y mechanic las condiciones
sc express en este Decrete.

Aniculo 2'. Sc cnticnde come arrespendencia. pars los
credos del art iculoanterior. lat camas. tatjeta.s postales. papel es
de negocios. muestras o imprews. am exclusion de los
periedicos y revi stns.

Articulo 3' No sc consideraran contraries a los
prerogativas del Golseirrso Nacional los ease siguientes:

al. El citablecimiento de (wrens muss:idles per los
Departmentos y Municipios. a su costa

hl. La conduction per pan i culares de correspondenc i a pars
introducir ne la Ofieina de Cormus mss inmediata.

ci. La conduecien de corrrespondencia entre I otml ichades en
que no hay servicio de (wrens.

dl. 1 a reoogida transpose y entrega de correspondcncia
avisos. hojas sueltas_ etc., qtr no vayun dirigidos a persona
determinada.

ci. La conduwiön de conocimientos. factures. Carla, de
pone y documentos aduaneros o consulares qur tunpt.ven o
awmparian mcreancius.

11. La amdtaxien de Is oxrespundcricia que las empresas
de toda close de transportes sostengan eon sus emplcados cn
[Loonies relacionados con cl servicio, siempre quc tal

induccien sc verifique uti li,cando cl personal y material de las
mismas ern presas.

El envio que algunu masa n personal hap. dc
oorrespondencia por merlin de propios o expresos, siempre que
estos no condumin a Ia sea. tamp de ida como de regreso,
oorrespondencia para cants personas.

Paragrafo. No quedu sommido a las dispositions del
presente Deereto el servio de ourreos aereos establecido par la.
SoeictLad Colombo-Altman de Tranisportcs Aereos. en ratan de
autorimiones especiales del Goble-no.

Aniculo 4'. El Gobierno puede conceder perrniso a ciertas
empresas. corpuraciorres o indivuos parneulares de acuero eon lo
prescrito per el articulo 1 de este Detreto. pant gee sc
enarguen dc establemr y sostener corrects de correspondencias
solamente. en los casos en clue se trainee dc una cooperation
impel-tame y cficaz. en favor del servicio postal nactional. y sc
cumplieren talus las condi clones que deben prmstabletserse cn
los respectivus tutor ejeanivos o cuntractusies respect° a
seguridad y regularidad en el servicio, inviolabilidad de Ia
uurrespondcncia, etc., etc.

Paragralb. Las solicitudes a este respect° se diriginin al
M ini steno de COMV5 y Telegrafos, yen ella debe expresarse; el
sugar de Is residencia o asiento principal dc 105 negocius del
peticionero. close de los scrvicios de corrects. medios de
transponc. etc... itineraries. tarifas. personal, etc., etc.

Ant cute 5'. Las licencias opermisosdc que trata el articulo o
anterior se conecdcran per periodos rxr mayores de un ano.
pudiendose prolongar cite plain a Jul cin del Gobicrno.

Articulo 6'. Las empresas de cerrcos de correspondencia
que &stableman en virtud de permiso del Gobiemo. tendran la
°hi igacion de franquear todos los objetes que constituyem di rhos
twrces de acuerdo eon las tarifas vigentes del mum national,
con estampitlas pastilles nacionalcs. que &ben anularse
debidamente con cellos indicativos de Is fecha de so
iniroduecien en el servicio de twreas, de mode que se impida un
nucvo =pits-, de tales cstarnpi I las.

Paragrale. Para evitar negligencias u omisiones a este
respecto Ins empl(mdos del Correa Nacional is quienes
corresponds. tendran derecho a examiner en tide tiempo, en las
cases dc las empresas o fuera de ellas. las cubienas de is
correspondencia pan" cerciorarse de que va lianqucada
con-ectamente. Cuando se establczcan faltas sobre el particular.
el M inistre del ramo podra suspender inmedi atamcnte Is I iocncia
oineedida. sin lug& a indemnizackm ninguna en favor del
ooncesionario.

Articulo 7`. CuAquier individuo. sociedad u corperacinn
que sin permiso del Gobierno cs-tablezca is dcsernpene on
servicio postal urbane is interurban(' de cualquier natural cza quc
sat. semi oastigado con una multa dc vicnte a doscientos pesos.
Si fueren dos o mss las personas quc come empresaries sc
asociarcn para desempefiar y estableseer el referido servicio.
ineurrira cadu una de ellos personaltnente, cn Ia mencionada
sander'.

Annul° 8". Este Decreto regira desde su publication.

Comuniquese y publiquesc

PEDRO NEL °SPINA

El Ministro de Coffees y Telegrafos

Francisco Carbonell Gonzalez
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DECRETO NUM FRO 1574 DE1933
(16 de septiem bre)

POR EL CUAL SE DICTAN ALGUNAS
DISPOSICIONES SOBRE CORREOS PAR-

TIM ARFS

El Presidenle de la RepUblica
de Colombia

en use de sus atribucciones legalea. y

CONSIDERANIX)

Quc contra expresas disposiciones legalcs, especialmente

el articulo 142 del GOdigo Fiscal. las empresas particulares tic
omens han cmitido ram el franquuo del sobrepone a quc tienen

derccho, estampillas de diferentcs elates v valores:

Ouc las cif.4ss cmpresas aplimn a las correspondencias
que movilizan stiles con leyendas do propawanda commerical y

particular, par le alai no ealan autorizadas:
Out las eitadas cmpresas tithes :sender integramente y

bajo exclusiva responsabilidad al manejo de l et

corresrasidencias quc el pUblico its confia haste su entrega

DECRETA
Aniculo Desde el 19 de octubre proximo queda

terminanternente prohibido a las empresas particulares quc con
atanrinaciOn del Gohiemo prestan servicio dc memos. ernitir y

user estampillas o vifietas de ningunu close pars el tiranqueo de

las correspondent-las quc movilicen. En COTISCIICUCTSCi a. desde

Is fecha indialda as empresas retiraran dc sus servicios las
especies que tienen actualmcnte en circulaciOn.

Paragrufn. El valor del sobreporte postal que dichas

empresas tienen derecho de hater eleuivo de waterdo con SUS

tarifas, podran indieurlo por medio de stiles feehadores, de

caucho o do metal, on Ia siguicnte leyenda: -Sobrepone per
valor de S 	 " Eons scllos debt run indicar, ademis. el

nom hre oranfm social de is respixtiva empress y el del I ugar de

origcn del envies

ArtiCliin 2 . En vinud de lo dispuesto en el articulo

anterior, las empresas panicadares de correct Unimmente
adherinin sobre las cubiertas de los cnvios las estampillas

pustules dc emisiOn ()Seal correspondientes al valor del pone

quc causes dishes envies. atriforrne a la tarifa vigcnie en el
scrvicio postal nacional.

Aniculo 3 Desde la fecha indisacia en el articulo del

presente Decretn, queda igualmente prohibido a las empresas
particulares de correct aplicar sobre las cubiertas de las

owrespondencias quc movilicen leyendas de propaganda de

ningsno clase.

Articulo 4' El servicio postal nacional no asume

responsibilidad ni admile reclarnacionm per el manejo que sc

impongn a las correspiwaiencias conliatitrs a los corrcos

particulares, y a partir de la fecha del presume Decreto it

abstendni de intervenir en ninguna forma en el manejo de las
conmprindencias de quc se tenia. El empleado postal quc no

cumpliese ester disposiciOn sufrira per la primers vcz Is multa

de S 10. y en case de reincidentia, sera rctirado del servicio.
Mimic) Cualquiera ourstravenciOn por pane de las

empresas particulares dc areas a las disposiciones del

presente Decreto, sera administrativamente sancionada per cl

Ministerio de Coerces y Lelegrafos, per melio de resoluciones.

1.3 empresa responsable sufrira per la primers vcz multa de S

50 a S 500. y si reincidierc. se Ia suspenders cl permiso pars

prestar servicio de corrects per tiernpo no mayor de seis mews.
Articulo 6 . Los funcionarios del servicio postal nacional

denunciaran con las preuhas neeesarias al "Ministerio de

Corrects Telegrales las faltas de cumplimiento a lo dispuesto
en el presente Deccan you conservaren per parte dc his

empresas particulares de correos.

Com uniquc..se y publiquese.

Dodo en Bogota a 16 dc scptiembre de 1933.

ENRIQUE OLAYA HERRERA

El Ministro dc Correos y Telegrafos

Alberto PUMAREJO
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PANAMA: THE 1926 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE
by Jim Cross

On 10 June 1926 Panama issued a set of stamps
commemorating the first conference of the nations of
the western hemisphere called by Simon Ba yer to meet
in Panama. in 1826. It is appropriate to look at those
stamps in this issue which marks the 75 th anniversary
of the stamps and the 175th anniversary of the
conference. In 1826 most of the present-day countries
in Latin America had just achieved their independence.
The meeting was one of the first international
conferences of free nations.

The issue was authorized by Decree 89 of 1 June
1926. The decree gives the number of stamp ordered as
follows:

1/2 centesimo
	

250,000
I centesimo
	

250,000
2 centesimos
	

250,000
4 centesimos
	

250,000
5 centesimos
	

200,000
8 centesimos
	

150,000
10 centesimos
	

100,000
12 centesimos
	

100,000
15 centesimos
	

75,000
20 centesimos
	

25,000
24 centesimos
	

25,000
50 centesimos
	 15,000

The decree ordered that the stamps be placed in
circulation on the 10th of June. It had several sub-
articles restricting the quantity of sales to philatelists in
order to avoid "speculation" during the first 60 days. It
also ordered that a separate accounting system be put
in place so the proceeds of sales to philatelists could be
tracked and donated for the creation of a project called
the "Universidad Bolivariana." There is also an article
that orders the post office to try to sell the "remainders"
abroad after the 60 day period. It cannot be determined
if those sales were at a discounted price as the decree
does not mention discounts.

Three different designs were used. A portrait of
Simon Bolivar was used on the five lowest values. A
statue of Bolivar was used on the values from 8
centesimos thru 20 centesimos and the two high values
were in a horizontal format showing Bolivar hall where
the 1826 congress met.

This was the first set of stamps for Panama printed
by Waterlow and Sons in London. COPAPHII. does
not have information on the availability of artwork.
One lot of proofs has top and bottom marginal blocks
of 10 with marginal notes and numbering. The notes

confirm the numbers in the decree and indicate the
stamps were printed in sheets of IOU ( presumably
10x10). Sets are also available from the Waterlow
specimen sheets with punched holes.

Looking at the issue from a historical perspective
suggests that the officials responsible for ordering the
stamps were not overly familiar with the philatelic
market. The 15.000 order for 50 centesimos stamps set
an upper limit on the number of complete mint sets that
would he available, almost guaranteeing that the
remaining stamps would have to be used for postage.
At the time of the issue. the postage rates were 1/2c for
domestic printed matter, I c for domestic postal cards
and postal cards to U.P.A.E. members, 2c per 15 grams
for domestic letters and letters to U.P.A.E. members,
and 5c per 15 gams for letters to other foreign
countries. The registration rate was 5c and the fee for
acknowledgment of receipt was 21/2 c.

While 4c and 10c would pay for double weight
letters, the evidence of existing covers suggests that
very few double weight letters were mailed. The rates
for parcel post are not known, but it would seem that
most higher values would have been used on parcels.

If it was intended to sell as many as possible to
philatelists than it was probably short-sighted to restrict
the sales to dealers during the first 60 days,

The stock of the 1/2c, 1 c, 2c and 5c stamps could
have been used up within 1926 if post offices had been
instructed to sell them until all had been used.
However, the evidence of covers indicates that this did
not happen. Both my collection and the Helme
collection show as many Arms issue covers from the
second half of 1926 as from other periods when the
stamps were in use.

Responses to the Panama postal markings project
indicates that the number of covers franked with stamps
of this issue is limited. Several of those that do exist are
shown on the next page.

Obviously, the philatelic sales after 60 days were
not a success. The government was left with a large
stock of the stamps still on hand.. The first use of them
was made in 1930 when the 4c stamp was surcharged
1 c and 17 Dec 1830 and issued to commemorate the
I00th anniversary of the death of Bolivar. It is not
known how many were surcharged, but this stamp is
also scarce on cover. lc stamps were used mainly on
picture post cards to the U.S. Undoubtedl y there are a
few in Panama postal card collections.
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1c used on postal card mailed at Panama Calidonia sub-station 12 Aug 1926
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There were 19 additional uses as follows:
Scott # Value
260	 1/2c HABILITADA
261	 lc	 HABILITADA
262	 2c	 HABILITADA
263	 15c HARILITADA 10c
266	 I 2c	 HABILITADA 10c
267	 20c HABILITADA
274	 5c	 11ABILITADA
298	 1/2e	 1937-1938
300	 lc	 1937-1938
302	 2c	 1937-1938
303	 4c	 1937-1938 2c
305	 8c	 1937-1938 2c
306	 10c	 1937-1938 2c

Date
1932
1932
1932
1932
1933
1933
1935

Jul 1937
Jul 1937
Jul 1937
Jul 1937
Jul 1937
Jul 1937

QtY

20,000

P-1 C.3 t•-
• CT4 C-
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First day cover of Bolivar death centenary commemorative, Scott 259
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12c 1937-1938 2c	 Jul 1937
C33
	

15c Correo Aereo Sc
	

30 Jun 1937	 15,700
C34
	

20c Correo Aereo 5c	 30 Jun 1937
C36
	

24c Con-co Aereo 5c 	 30 Jun 1937 15,400
C38	 50c Correo Aereo Sc	 30 Jun 1937	 5,900
C39	 Sc Correo Aereo	 30 Jun 1937 14,200

Of the above 261,263 and C39 are known with double
overprints, 298 and C38 are known with inverted
overprints and C39 is known in a pair with double
overprint with one stamp without overprint.

The 1932-1933 overprints were probably "hahilitada"
due to shortages which developed during the depression. It
was cheaper to use stamps already in stock than to order
additional arms stamps from the American Bank Note Co.
The 10c stamps paid the registration rate.

THE 10c ON 12c SURCHARGE USED ON REGISTERED COVER FROM LA CONCEPCION 13 OCT 1935
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A scarce example of the use of Scott 266 on cover
is shown on the previous page. Note that it was dated
two years after the stamp was issued. The earliest use
of 266 on cover that has been seen was dated 29 May
1934. We do not have a record of any of the other
HABILITADA overprints used on cover in the year in
which they were issued. Anyone who has such a cover
is urged to submit a photocopy for the COPAPHIL
scrapbooks. Note from the list above that the exact date
of issue of these overprints is not found in the stamp
catalogs. It is possible that they were issued without
fanfare, so that no first day covers were prepared.. All
copies of the stamps in stock were not overprinted, so
that some were available for overprinting in 1937.

"f he 1937-1938 surcharges were apparently
designed to use up all of the remaining stamps in stock.
Note that copies ofall 12 values were still in stock. The
quantities of four of the five stamps overprinted for
airmail use arc known from the Michel and Sanabria
catalogs. Note they are relatively small. Some of the
mint stamps show extreme signs of tropical staining. It
is not known whether these were stained prior to
surcharging or whether this staining developed while
the stamps were in the hands of collectors and dealers.

All of the 1937-1938 surcharges are fairly scarce on
cover. The volume of ordinary letters to foreign
countries sent by ship had decreased by 1937-1938 and
many of the 2c uses were probably on domestic mail.
The stamps with 5c airmail surcharges would have paid
the domestic airmail rate. Since the volume of domestic

mail that has been preserved is low this contributes to
the scarcity of these stamps on cover. There were only
5900 of the 10c on 50c surcharges. Assuming that half
of these were sold mint to dealers and collectors
perhaps only about 3000 were used on mail. There
were lOc airmail rates to several nearby countries in
Latin America. It is quite possible that there are no
covers with this stamp other than first day covers. Even
these may not exist. David Leeds has the most complete
Panama first day cover collection that I know of and he
does not have first day covers of any of the 1937-1938
surcharges.

In summary the 1926 Bolivar commemorative issue
apparently did not see much postal use. 5900 of the 50c
stamps were available for surcharging in 1937 so the
total sold was 9)00. Perhaps 2/3 of them were sold
mint, so the number of complete mint sets available is
probably only 6000. The subsequent overprints and
surcharges were issued in fairly small quantities and
they are also quite scarce. It is not likely that there are
sufficient examples of uses on cover of the issue and
the later surcharges and overprints to support a
traditional philately exhibit of the issue alone.
However, it could be combined with the later Panama
Waterlow issues and perhaps the Perkins, Bacon and
Harrison issues to create an interesting exhibit of
Panama stamp produced by English printers. It would
be an interesting challenge to assemble such an exhibit.

Thanks to Federico Brid for furnishing the text of
the decree and information about the proofs.

CLASSIFIED

Classified per line: one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00. Foreign
$15.00. complete set volumes I - X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00: Volumes XI thru XVII; per volume
U.S. $8.00. Canada $9.00. Other $11.00; complete set Volumes XI - XVI) U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00.
Postal History and Postmarks- of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2
for postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. "Selected Notes on Colombian Airmails,
1920 Onwards" by Peter Quail, $32.50 (includes postage in U.S. by library rate, postage extra On overseas orders).
Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHIL library c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321.
Burlingame CA 94010.	 I ndef

BOGOTA FULATELICO. Number 33 which contains drawings of Colombia SCADTA postal markings. (15 copies
available). $5 to members in U.S. and Canada, $7.50 to members in other countries. First ten orders received will also
get a copy ofNumber 34 which includes an article on CCN A issues. Send check made out to COPAPHIL to Box 2245,
El Cajon CA 92021.	 Jun 2001
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